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FOREWORD

In the context of today's politically sensitive education arena, the quality
of human relations interactions between teachers and administrators becomes a
matter of importance to all those concerned with the preparation and continuing
education of school personnel. The concerted drive by teachers in recent years

for a more active involvement in decision making about their professional careers
has not been effected without a resultant decrease in the autonomous power and
prestige of administrators. Thrust into adversarial positions across the nego-
tiating table from teachers, administrators suddenly discovered the need to
sharpen long-neglected skills in personnel management and amicable resolution of
conflict.

The effect administrator style has on the behavior and morale of teachers
is the subject of this bibliography and literature review. Particular attention
is paid to those leadership styles with potential for creating human relations
environments which promote effective teaching and improved learning. Identifi-

cation of variables accounting for significant differences in instructional
behavior is the prerequisite to development of preservice and inservice programs
designed to select and train administrative personnel as educational leaders for
tomorrow's schools. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education is committed to
the effort of making available to the education community information analysis
products that will contribute to the knowledge base on which these educational
programs must rest.

Entries in this bibliography were selected from the ERIC data file, Resources
in Education (RIE), and arranged topically. Several of the documents included
in each topical section are reviewed in the literature analysis which precedes
the bibliography. Abstracts of documents selected are reproduced from the
actual printout pages. It is hoped that familiarity with the format and informa-
tion available through computer searching will encourage greater use of the ERIC

resources.

Citations in each section appear in chronological order, with most recent

ac;.essions first. Most documents are available in microfiche (MF) or "hard
copy" (HC) form, and can be ordered by ED number from the ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service. An EDRS order form with current price information is included

at the end of this publication.

Readers are invited to submit documents related to the preparation and
continuing development of school personnel--both administrators and teachers--to
the Clearinghouse for consideration and possible inclusion in RIE. Comments and

suggestions about this publication also are welcome.

Karl Massanari
Clearinghouse Director



ADMINISTRATOR STYLE EFFECT
ON TEACHER BEHAVIOR AND MORALE

In any consideration of the school as a social system, the complexities
of interpersonal relationships in a hierarchical organization must be explored
as fully as more objective components. While the influence of human relations
interactions on the learning environment may seem evident, devising rigorous,
replicable instruments for measuring the extent of this influence has posed
difficulties for researchers.

If one perceives the teacher as the fulcrum of the instructional process,
then the primary interrelationships open to-investigation are those between
the teacher and (a) students, (b) parents and community, (c) other teachers,
and (d) administrators. This bibliography focuses on the last of these,
teacher-administrator relationships, and specifically on the aspect of what
effect the administrator's leadership style may have on role behavior and job
morale of the teacher. Bound up in this question is the whole spectrum of
perceptual, attitudinal, judgmental descriptions which are not easily suscep-
tible to analysis.

Yet precisely because it is so hard to cast rules about affective
behaviors in concrete,'it can be helpful to examine the array of discrete,
situation-specific studies and reports that, taken together, give an overview
of the work being done by educational researchers and practitioners in an
attempt to establish causal relationships. If the factors that do make a
difference can be isolated, educators can then tackle the even knottier
problem of contriving change strategies whose end result would be improvement
in the instructional processes and ,. ultimately, in pupil achievement. These
efforts have implications for the preparation and inservice education of
teachers and administrators, and for the organization of the school itself.

A comprehensive search of the ERIC files would yield an enormous body
of literature that relates to teacher-administrator interactions, teacher and
administrator role functions, teacher behavior, attitudes, morale, and job
satisfaction. In selecting entries for this bibliography the Clearinghouse
staff has, insofar as possible, weeded out those studies that deal only tan-
gentially with the subject as a minor dimension of unrelated research, and
has restricted inclusion to documents that provide useful data for current
practice and further inquiry. Entries retained have been organized by
broad topical sections, a'though overlapping is frequent and unavoidable.
Section introductions briefly review and relate documents subsumed under
each topic.

It is also evident that this publication in no way represents the last
word on the subject of teacher-administrator relationships. Despite land-
mark research by many notable scholars (among whom could be mentioned Ned
Flanders, Arthur Combs, Harvey Goldman, Donald Medley, Arthur Blumberg,
Edmund Amidon, and numerous others), current knowledge is spotty at best;
the field remains wide open for exper'mentation and interpretation. Par-
ticularly needed are reports of field-based studies by teachers and adminis-
trators themselves. The Clearinghouse therefore encourages readers to assume

1



as part of their professional responsibility the task of expanding the data
base in these affective areas, and invites the submission of related docu-
ments to the Clearinghouse for possible inclusion in ERIC.

TOPICAL ORGANIZATION

The bibliography is comprised of three major topical sections: (a) the
school as a social system, (b) administrator style, and (c) teacher behavior.

The School as a Social System. Included in the leadoff section are--
those documents examining organizational structure and clinoite in the school,
hierarchical role functions, differentiated staffing relationships, and the
variables of school type and innovative programming.

Administrator Style. The term "administrator" is used to incorporate
several primarily non-instructional job titles--principal, vice principal,
assistant principal, supervisor, superintendent--and may encompass limited
administrative functions of the master teacher or department head. Documents
relate to administrators' awareness of their roles and the relationships of
those roles to teachers in the spheres of leadership, helping activities,
observation, supervision, and evaluation.

Teacher Behavior. This section reports teachers' perceptions of their
own responsibilities and how these are seen to be aided by administrator
support (or hindered by lack of it). Of particular interest are teacher
attitudes toward participatory decision making and collegial instructional
approaches. Role shifts resultant from negotiations, collective bargainino,
and unionism also are included.

7
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THE SCHOOL AS A SOCIAL SYSTEM

Documents in this section are primarily concerned with two aspects of
the school as a social system: (a) the organizational climate, Or the
characteristics and hierarchical structure of schools, and (b) congruence
of role functions and goal perceptions deriving from the organizational
structure.

lne Organizational Climate

Studies of the school as a social system frequently have relied on the
industrial modell or the bureaucratic model2 for their theoretical basis.
HANSON (ED 125 124) asserted that although public schools show many traits of
the bureaucratic model--hierarchy of authority and centralized power, speci-
fied rules of behavior, division of labor and hiring of specialist-experts,
a defined work flow--this model ignores the influence that professionalism
has on governance. His Interacting Spheres model hypothesized the interac-
tion of two very dissimilar decisional environments (rational and programmed
vs. unencumbered and non-prescriptive). The sphere of school-wide affairs
lends itself to rational centrally controlled procedures, while the sphere
of classroom affairs requires flexibility and autonomy. Among the interactions
he cited are (a) constraints limiting decision-making authority in both
spheres, (b) direct and indirect strategies by members in each sphere to
manage the behavior of members of the other sphere; and (c) defensive strate-
gies of members to protect their own sphere from outside intervention.

PATTON AND MISKEL (ED 104 002) also took issue with previous organiza-
tional models in their study of teacher work motivation. Their investigation
yielded no significant relationship between school district bureaucracy and
six teacher motivational factors: (a) potential for personal challenge and
development, (b) competitiveness desirability and reward for success, (c) tol-
erance for work. pressure, (d) conservative security, (e) willingness to seek
reward despite-uncertainty vs. avoidance of uncertainty, and (f) surround
(hygienic) concern. They suggested that researchers focus on the Getzels and
Guba position, that the social system has two dimensions: (a) the roles of
the organization, and (b) the needs of the individual.3

CONRAN AND BEAUCHAMP (ED 119 330) reported a series of longitudinal
studies using mathematical formulations of verbal theories to analyze rela-
tionships among leadership, climate, teacher, and student variables in

1
Chris Argyris. Understanding Organizational Behavior. Homewood, Ill.:
The Dorsey Press, 1960.

2 Max Weber. The Theory of Social and Economic Organization. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1947.

3 J. W. Getzels and E. G. Guba. "Social Behavior and the Administrative
Process," School Review 65: 423-41; 1957.

3
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curriculum enginerihg. Among the objectives of their study was observation
of the effects uf principal leadership and organizational climate upon each
other and upon teacher attitudes, attendance, and performance; and the ob-
servation of the combined etrects of these variables upon student achievement.
They concluded that there is a correlation between principal leadership and
organizational climate, and that support exists for the assumption of recip-
rocal causation among the variables considered.

ROCKHILL (ED 062 702), in a speech to the American Association of School
Administrators, laid blame for the gap between teachers and administrators to
their differing perspectives, and to the potentially conflicting relationships
between the supervisor/evaluator and the person supervised or evaluated. She

saw that gap as becoming more pronounced as negotiations effect a power shift

in teacher-principal relationships. Asserting that behavior is more often
psychological than logical, she stressed the need for communication, trust,
and positive human relations, and for building staff morale through individual

needs satisfaction.

However, HELWIG (ED 047 427) reviewed previous studies of the relation-
ships between the behavior of administrators and the teacher satisfaction/
morale domain. His own research showed no significant correlation between
total principal-teacher communications and teacher morale.

GOODLAD (ED 117 857) saw self-interest as the most powerful force for
change and suggested that improvement in the educational system requires con-
gruence between the self-interest of the primary participants in schooling and
the common welfare, by creating what he called "satisfying work places."

A bibliography by LOREN (ED 020 569) referenced publications, 1932-1968,

focusing on planned change in the school as a social organization.

Role and Goal Congruence

Several documents explore the domain of consensus/dissensus between admin-

istrators and teachers on roles and goalg in school systems.

FOX ET AL. (ED 042 708) described the school as a complex network of inter-

related roles, where conflict arises when one's own definition of role respon-
sibilities is in opposition to, or differs from, the way others see that same

role. They recalled Gross and Herriott's findings of positive and significant

effects of the principal's leadership style on (a) staff morale, (b) the pro-

fessional performance of teachers, and (c) student learnings.4 The second

section of their manual dealt with how the school can be improved, and provided

inservice training materials.

Need for improved human relations interactions in the school setting is

recognized. LOUK (ED 019 084), in surveying opinions of instructional problems,

4 N. Gross and R. N. Herriott. Staff Leadership in Public Schools: A

Sociological Inquiry. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1965.

4
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found that while agreement between teachers and administrators was highest on
teaching methods, it was lowest on problems of relations with other teachers
and administrators.

GOLDMAN (ED 012 955) reported similar need patterns among teachers and
principals, and suggested that this finding has implications for selection.
and placement of staff, as well as for modification of behaviors.

AMIDON AND BLUMBERG (ED 012 696) saw wide differences between the way
principals and teachers perceive occupational problems as indicating inade-
quate communication between the two groups, and suggested that inservice
training should include time for organizational development.

CALDER (ED 033 454) predicted that her study of teacher-principal and
teacher-teacher role dissensus would show that teachers who had the most disa-
greement with their principal, and with other teachers in their building, would
show the least satisfaction on each of three measures. However, her hypothesis
received statistical confirmation for only one measure of teacher-teacher dis-
sensus, affective satisfaction with the teacher's own building. Her findings
indicated that teachers who showed a moderate amount of disagreement with
their principal were more likely to be satisfied with their school and with
the system as a whole than those with either very low or very high dissensus.

SUTKER ET AL. (ED 017 686) examined the job satisfaction and the potential
for role conflict among vocational teachers. Two kinds of legitimacy in role
expectations were distinguished: source (who has the right to expectations)
and content (which kinds of normative expectations are acceptable). Local
administrators dominated as legitimate sources, but were only partially
"acceptable" in the content of their expectations. A relatively high legiti-
macy rating given administrators and State Board personnel was interpreted as
suggesting the organizational theory of "multiple allegiance," and as confirm-
ing Purcell's work showing that multiple allegiance does not necessarily have
to produce conflict.5

In reviewing research on role conflict among public school teacher5, Sutker
et al. cited, among others, Fishburn's study of the norms held for the.behavior
of public school teachers by teachers and administrators,5 and made reference
to the early national study by Charters and Waples concerned with the expecta-
tions and norms for teacher behavior held by administrators and other groups.7
They concluded, however, that most investigations consist primarily of empirical
descriptions of cognitions related to teacher role, with less emphasis on
statistical analysis.

5 T..V. Purcell. The Worker Speaks His Mind on Company and Union.
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1954.

6 C. E. Fishburn. "Teacher Role Perception in the Secondary Schools of
One Community." Unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Stanford University, 1955.

7 W. W. Charters and D. Waples. The Commonwealth Teacher-Training Study.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1929.

5
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Teachers frequently empress dissatisfaction with administrative stance
on pupil control ideology. WILLOWER (ED )020 565) found teachers more cus-
todial than principals, primarily because pupils are apt to represent a
serious potential threat to teacher status; but he noted the lack of a clear
picture of the extent to which the demands of a given role may function to
change ideology. He raised the possibility that the influence of positional
and personality factors may tend to reinforce one another. He also speculated

that, while conflict over pupil control does occur, the structure and task of
the school reduce overt conflict but increase inner tensions for certain
individuals, and noted that ideology may or may not be reflected in behavior.

APPLEBERRY (ED 053 407) reported a dissensus on pupil control in open
schools, with teachers, but not principals, more humanistic than in closed
schools. However, principals were found to be significantly more humanistic
than teachers in both relatively open and relatively closed schools, confirm-
ing that the more vulnerable role of the teacher relates to pupil control

ideology.

YUSKIEWICZ AND DONALDSON (ED 061 178) saw identification of those
factors which influence teacher job satisfaction as tantamount to adminis-
trative practice, resulting in an inservice program designed to reduce incon-
gruence. Their study of pupil control ideology produced data that teachers
were perceived to be more custodial than they reported themselves to be; and

that principals also were perceived as more custodial than they reported, but

less custodial than the teachers. The researchers asserted that congruence
of educational philosophy was a factor in productive teaching and learning.

1 i.
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ADMINISTRATOR STYLE

By their position in the hierarchical organization of the school,
administrators can bring about change in teacher behavior in various ways:

1. By arbitrary decree, they can require subordinates to adopt
specific instructional programs or methods.

2. By performing supervisory and evaluative functions, they can
persuade teachers to modify behavior.

3. By effective example and leadership, they can suggest or model
desired behavior.

Thus an administrator's power as a change agent may derive from positional
authority, the communication of needed information, the force of individual
traits, or--more usually--a combination of factors.

Some studies of administrative influence have focused on the personality
dimensions of the administrator who wields this power--whether the leadership
style may be labeled direct or indirect, tolerant or intolerant, task oriented
or employee oriented, democratic or autocratic. Othel-: have investigated how
teacher behavior is modified by the administrator as ,p_;tructional leader--
as supervisor, observer, evaluator, facilitator.

The documents in Part Two are classified accordingly, as related to
(a) personal leadership style or (b) instructional leadership influence.

Personal Style

Studies of administrator style have shown increasing concern for interactive
manifestations rather than oure personality attributes. HOY ET AL. (ED 095 639)
remarked that the study of 'eadership has shifted from leader traits to leader
behavior and performance. Ihey noted the widespread use of a research instru-
ment, the Leader Behavior Descriptive Questionnaire, developed at Ohio State
University.

IGNATOVICH (ED 054 516) cited references to the vast number of typologies
developed for studies of leadership. His own study proposed to identify types
of leaders and subsequently investigate the effects of these leadership types
on organizational behavior of teachers. He identified three types of principal-
leaders and, further, three dimensions ("potency" of behaviors, amount of
"freedom-giving" behaviors, and amount of "order-maintaining" behaviors)
accounting for major differences between types: (a) Congruence of perceptions
between principal and teacher is greatest for the Tolerant-Integrator type;
(b) the Intolerant-Structuralist interacts with the faculty but maintains
interpersonal distance; (c) the Tolerant-Interloper is the least potent, and
seems to withdraw from the "role" of principal.

12
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SANDERS (ED 090 663) used a supervisory scale developed by Blumberg and

Amidon, who had concluded that indirect or "asking" styles of supervisory
behavior produce more positive resqlts and higher morale. Sanders' study

indicated that teachers influenced by the suggesting and acting (high direct,

high indirect) styles changed markedly over time to more favorable attitudes

toward education.

In a study of how task- and employee-oriented administrative styles

differ in their effect on group morale, DUNCAN (ED 116 279) found .;.nat:

1. Increasing or decre;fing the hours spent with subordinates or
superiors does not affect the administrator's personal style of

behavior

2. Elementary principals and superintendents tend to be more employee
oriented with increasing experienf'1, secondary principals more
task oriented

3. Employee-oriented administrators have a higher level of support
(group atmosphere) for their particular style of behavior

4. Factors such as teacher militancy, legal constraints, ard school

district ac:quntability apparently result in lower group atmosphere
mean for the entire group of administrators.

CHUNG (ED 042 259) reported that a high teacher-centered management
style of public school principals was Cgnificantly related to high job

satisfaction in teachers. Teacher-centered management style was characterized

as: (a) much sharing in educational decision making, (b) less close super-
vision, (c) high supportive behaviors of the professional growth of teachers,

(d) much personal relationships, and (e) much accessible relaticnships.

Because of their intermediary position in the school hierarchy between

teachers and higher administrators, building principals were seen by GROSS

AND OTHERS (ED 002 951) as frequently exposed to role conflict. In the final

report of the National Principalship Study, they presented results of findings

related to role conflicts experienced by principals as executives of their

schools. Sixty percent of principals reported that introducing change into

the instructional programs created conflict, because of differing expectations.

Almost 50 percent reported exposure to conflict relating to division of labor

in the school, in two areas: (a) "assigning teachers to non-teaching duties,"

and (b) "requiring teachers to perform clerical work."

CALDWELL AND SPAULDING (ED 079 835) found that senior high school prin-

cipals who were perceived as representative in their rule administration were

also perceived as having high professional leadership, while those who demon-

strated mot.% or punishment centered rule administration behavior were perceived

as having lOw professional leadership. However, they noted that indecisiveness,

inability to carry out the rules, or ignoring rules can cause the principal a

greater loss of leadership status than punishment centered enforcement of rules.

Their data showed no relationship between staff militancy and the perceived

8 A. Blumberg and E. Amidon. "Teacher Perceptions of Supervisor-Teacher
Tnteraction," Administrator's Notebook 11: 1-4; September 1965.
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rule administration behavior; the researchers gave as one plausible explanation
of this finding the possibility that the spread of collective bargaining has
caused an increase in staff militancy, so that the scope of attitudes within
districts has begun to level.

According to FEITLER (ED 065 900), present role expectations of building
principals which include evaluation and task-related duties may interfere with
the quality of interaction. He cited social systems theory, that the organi-
zational leader sets the climate for meeting personal needs and that these
needs must be accommodated in an effective organization. Leadership training
for school administrators, focusing on people-oriented rather than system-
oriented behaviors, was seen as a possible means to shift toward participative
group processes.

THOMAS (ED 034 311), reporting on administrators who had participated in
a five-day laboratory in interpersonal relations, concluded that: (a) partici-
pants had exhibited greater awareness of conditions facilitating effective
group functioning and had altered their interpersonal behavior with the school
staff; (b) they were more willing to share decision making with their teachers;
and (c) the changes resulting from their laboratory training were desirable
both administratively and educationally. Thomas also found that the adminis-
trators' laboratory experience had impact on the school climate: their staffs,
in comparison with the staffs of a control group of administrators who had not
experienced laboratory training, displayed more change toward higher group
morale and toward more open organizatonal climate, and were deriving more
satisfaction from their work and were more open to accept educational change.

Instructional Influence

Teachers generally see those administrators closest to them in the school
hierarchy as the most effective in improving instruction and as the most legit-
imate sources of influence, with that influence increasingly diluted the more
distant the administrative role from the classroom. PARSONS (ED 082 319)
reported a Canadian study in which nearly 54 percent of the 697 teachers surveyed
said the principal performed the most effective supervisory role (although 9.7
percent said the principal was least effective). In r3gard to pupil control
ideology, however, Parsons asserted that his study seemed to indicate that
another important concern to teachers, principal support of teacher authority,
may be unfair to the student.

On the other hand, GORTON (ED 048 645) cited research showing that teachers
do not recognize the principal as the instructional leader of the school; most
teachers, he said, are now as well prepared as the principal in subject matter
and teaching methodology. Gorton's own study found that only perceived in-
structional expertise was independently related to the likelihood that a teacher
with an instructional problem would approach an administrator or supervisor
for assistance.

BLUMBERG AND CUSICK (ED 040 938), reporting a study using taped observa-
tion of teacher-supervisor interaction, said that the interaction did not
appear to be a collaborative affair, that the bulk of time was devoted to the
supervisor's giving of information, and that the least used behavior by either

9
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the teacher or the supervisor was the asking of problem-solving questions.

They interpreted these results as raising doubts about 141A productivity of

most such interactions, and proposed that impl4cations may be deduced for the

training of supervisors who can work collaboratively with teachers in a common

problem-solving effort.

SERGIOVANNI (ED 066 817) saw the solution to supervisory problems in a

shift of emphasis from direct control over development and implementation of

the curriculum to control over nurturance of an open and healthy organizational

climate which would (a) build commitment to internalized change, (b) enhance

the supervisor's control over school effectiveness, (c) nurture the intrinsic

work satisfaction of the teacher, and (d) facilitate the emergence of staff

instructional leadership. He asserted that high 1vels of staff cooperation

and commitment, two indicators of intrinsic work satisfaction, come from jobs

with built-in opportunities for continuous personal and professional growth,

achievement of worthwhile objectives, experiences of success, responsibility

for one's own work, and recognition for meritorious performance.

MARCUS (ED 125 123), studying leadership style in relation to school

achievement, reported that administrators who advance an educational philosophy

in concrete terms, who succeed in communicating this view, and whose concern

and energy focus sharply on instruction are those most likely to manage suc-

cessful schools. He found, however, that teacher estimates of their own par-

ticipation in decision making tend to be lower than principal estimates of

teacber participation.

DOLES (ED 090 652), in a speech at the National Association of Senndary

School Principals Annual Convention, cpnsidered the principal as a "tv.cher of

teachers." He cited a study by Foster in which all 213 experienced teachers

questioned admitted they were not teaching as well as they knew how, and 205

of the 213 placed at /east part of the blame on themselves. Doles emphasized

that each of the reasons the teachers gave for not teaching to their maximum

capability points to a need for change in teacher behavior. He listed several

ways in which an administrator can modify teacher behavior:

1. Attempt to develop teacher willingness to accept support services,

which are not a threat to classroom authority but are available to

improve student learning.

2. Seek creative means for coordinating staff efforts toward common goals.

3. Provide stimuli for professional growth of teachers.

4. Familiarize teachers with innovations and make sure they can acquire

the skills necessary for their effective use.

5. Find ways of motivating teachers.

6. Get teachers involved.

9 Walter S. Foster. "Teacher Perceptions of Their Teaching Practice and Means
;or Tmproving Their Instruction." Unpublished doctoral thesis, University
of Oregon, Eunene, 1964.
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He also suggested ten things that administrators can do personally:

1. Set a good example.

2. Foster cooperation, using broad-based decision making.

3. Minimize role conflict.

4. Facilitate decision-making techTiques.

5. Permit trial and error, but base next trial on previous error.

6. Plan for frequent, concise, and professional communication.

7. Use their influence where it will do the most good.

8. Determine reasons for resistance, and deal with it creatively.

9. Foresee and alleviate where possible Edditional problems and burdens.

10. Maintain quality while effecting change, and provide backup procedures
where necessary.

SCHMUCK (ED 062 700) cited psychoanalytic theory and research in suggest-
ing ways that a facilitator can recognize and reduce anxiety and frustration
teachers may experience when confronted with discrepancies between their ideal
and actual performances. He said that administrative support for classroom in-
novations should help to reduce frustrations of teachers attempting to change.

Administrators looking for ways to motivate the continuing professional
growth of staff members are advised by CORY (ED 027 254) to:

1. Establish a working relationship based on mutual trust and confidence

2. Give proper recognition and status to the individual's work

3. Express interest in the teacher's personal and professional problems

4. Create an environment conducive to creative, participatory problem
solving.

He lists 60 practices of principals and 60 incentives described by teachers as
effective in their own schools.

PACKARD (ED 123 766), in an interim report of a longitudinal study in
elementary schools, said that roughly 55 percent of instructional decisions are
made by the individual teacher; that collegial decisions (with other teachers)
account for a large part of the remainder; and that principals do not play a
major role in governance of instruction. Evaluation of instruction, he said, is
more likely to be regarded as sound and welcome when the evaluator is close to,
if not intimately involved in, the work of the person evaluated. He concluded
moreover that little encouragement exists for principals to enter into collabo-
rative decision making with teachers unless they are also directly implicated
by the resultant decision.
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TEACHER BEHAVIOR

In the pivotal role of assuring that the primary function of the school--
student learning--does indeed take place, teachers have become increasingly

vocal about their importance in the school hierarchy. They more and more tend

to see teacher-administrator relationships in terms of power. As a group,

they are demanding power over their own professional destinies; they want to

be consulted on instructional and organizational decisions that influence the

overall working of the school; and they want to be considered as co-equal

partners with administrators in a differentiated educatiOnal staffing structure.

To obtain the redistribution of decision-making power, teachers have
sometimes used confrontation techniques and labor/management negotiations

strategies. Such actions have brought about changes in the interpersonal
relations between teachers and administrators.

Teachers' perceptions of their roles and needs, and the steps they are

taking to assert their primacy, have implications for teacher-administrator

interactions. Documents in this section, therefore, are subdivided, as
related to (a) teacher role perceptions and (b) confrontation and conflict.

Role Perceptions

STOKER (ED 122 414) reported the results of a survey of the attitudes

of 400 elementary school teachers toward their principals. Asked what

principals' activities helped them, the teachers responded: (a) being

available to confer with teachers, (b) working with severe discipline problems,

(c) obtaining needed materials and supplies, and (d) conferring with parents

and students. Ways in which the principal could help: (a) be availablE in

emergencies (firm disciplinarian), (b) visit classrooms more/less (or not at

all), and (c) hold more conferences. Activities of the principal which im-

peded teaching effectiveness: (a) too many unnecessary interruptions, (b) too

many faculty meetings, (c) too much paperwork, and (d) unannounced classroom

visits. One-third of the teachers felt that teachers should not be involved in

administration, but most thought there should be limited involvement of the

staff in such administrative functions as policies and scheduling.

BERGETH (ED 042 561), in a study limited to rural school districts in one

state, attempted to determine wheier significant differences in morale existed

for the target group. Using the Purdue Teacher Opinionnaire to measure morale,

he studied the effect of such "biographical" variables as age, sex, educational

preparation, years of teaching experience, rate of teacher turnover, and school

size on teacher morale. He found that using the PTO total score yielded edu-
cational preparation, years teaching experience, and age as the significant

predictors of morale; but years teaching experience and teacher turnover were

significant on the greatest number of PTO factor scores. Assessing the effect

of selected biographical variables on morale, he found:

1. The teacher's age apparently has little or no influence on morale.

2. Female teachers exhibited higher morale than male teachers.
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3. Teachers with t:,e least amount of education were more contented than
those with more education.

4. Experienced teachers scored higher on morale than 'le:experienced cr
less experienced teachers.

5. Elementary teachers were more satisfied with teaching than secondary
teachers.

6. Teachers from schools with the lowest percent of teacher turnover
had significantly higher morale.

7. Teachers in larger schools (34 or more faculty members) exhibited
significantly higher morale.

Bergeth's study also yielded the finding that salary had little effect
on mo,ale. No significant differences were found among teachers grouped by
salary levels on the PTO total score and nine of the ten factors; a signifi-
cant difference was found only on the variable of satisfaction with teaching--
teachers having the smallest salary had the highest morale.

FITZGERALD (ED 087 754) studied graduate education students to determine
attitudes of career elementary teachers concerning satisfaction. She rcported
findings with implications for administrator action:

1. The total group of teachers in the study indicated that on the average
they are satisfied with over half the tested aspects of their employ-
ment: ability utilization, friendliness of co-workers and their per-
formance, independence, individual identity, organization control,
responsibility, security, social service, variety, work challenge,
work involvement, and general satisfaction.

2. Caution must be taken to ensure the competencies of those who evaluate
teacher performance; the relationship of satisfaction and needs to
satisfactoriness (in performance of assigned duties) must be investi-
gated.

3. A more flexible use of staff rather than the one-teacher-one-classroom
approach would attract talented teachers to part-time service.

4. Teachers' organizations must consider the importance of all the per-
sonal needs of individuals in negotiations. Although compensation for
services ranked in the lowest fifth of the satisfaction scales, super-
vision (technical), advancement, and work accomplishment ranked lower.
General job satisfaction, creativity, cooperation of staff, and dedi-
cation were areas of greater need, and compensation ranked in the
lower half of all the need scales.

In a survey of 75 beginning teachers, FRANC (ED 073 064) found that most
problems were perceived in the area of instruction, and that the administrator
is the greatest source of actual help. Teacher-administrator relationships,
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however, accounted for ove- 87 percent of all interpersonal problems. The
researcher suggested that deiailed study of mutual responsibilities of teachers
and administrators could ha helpful in the preservice education of teachers.

EDGAR AND BROD (ED 046 885) administered an Autonomy Attitudes Inventory
to determine new teachers' attitudes toward professional as compared with or-
ganizational evaluators' attitudes and the prevailing school-staff climate.
Comparisons of teacher and administrator groups revealed significant differences.
The conflict in attiudes was shown strongly in data on behavior autonomy,
rejection of the legitimacy of authority rights, and new-teacher satisfaction
with teaching. Among the researchers' conclusions:

1. Attitudes of new teachers toward autonomy often clash with existing
attitudes of superiors and colleagues.

2. The organizational evaluator has a significant effect on professional

socialization.

3. Satisfaction with teaching is in general related to satisfaction with
the way tasks are allocated and evaluated.

4. New teachers want more control and guidance in such areas as discipline
and clerical tasks, more autonomy in curricular content and teaching
methods. 4...

Administrators are seen as needing to examine the way neophyte teachers are
evaluated, and who is given appraisal rights over them. The restructuring of
evaluation patterns, perhaps to allow teacher trainees and new teachers to
choose their own supervising teacher, is postulated.

ADAMS (ED 028 130), in a cross-cultural study of how teachers think others
expect them to behave, found that respondents placed themselves closest to
principals on (a) a broad range of goals (except in the United States, where
respondents saw themselves closest to education officials on this factor); (b)
corporal punishment; and (c) emphasis on social advancement. Respondent-
principal divergence was never maximal in the United States. He concluded
that if it can be assumed that the greater the degree of incongruence between
respondents and significant others (in this study, parents, other teachers,
principals, and education officials), the greater the possibility of misunder-
standing if not conflict, then the greatest potential for disharmony lies with
education officials.

BLUMBERG (ED 103 957) rank-ordered ten dimensions of trust between teachers
and principals: credibility, support, fairness, participative decision making,
professional openness, interpersonal openness, technical competence, personol
warmth, follow-through, and confidentiality. He found that sex differences
seemed to be operative in expressions of trust, and noted that most of the
substance of trust was concerned with conditions and environment of work rather
than with the work itself.
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Several studies concern themselves primarily with teachers' role in
decision making. ALUTTO AND BELASCO (ED 037 417) said that when dealing with
professional employeF-, formal'organizations must rely on both peer group norms
and administrative supeeior-subordinate distinctions ratheFThan solely on
hierarchical relationships; and that often the relative influence of adminis-
trative superiors is somewhat reduced. Their study indicated that as teachers
increase their participation in the decision-making process, they apparently
prefer to see reductions in the relative organizational influence of principals
and superintendents. Increases in teacher influence in their study were
associated with reductions in the perceived influence of school district
superintendents, but unrelated to the perceived influence of building principals.

Participative Decision Making, The Best of ERIC Series, Number 7 (ED 101 415),
listed 21 annotated sources which address the concerns of teachers (and students)
to be included in decision making, and administrator responses.

Confrontation and Conflict

ELLISON (ED 125 128), taking note that educational literature has dealt
in detail with the administrator's role in personnel problems, addressed him-
self to the teacher's role in conflict or disagreement situations. He gave
specific suggestions for what to do before, during, and after the problem
arises. Some examples:

Before--"Systematically but discreetly make administrators aware of
your professional accomplishments."

During--"If possible, resolve problems with your immediate supervisor before
escalating them to higher administrators."

After---"Learn from this experience so that future problem situations can
be solved."

CAVE (ED 015 520) asserted that the trait approach to leadership has
given way slowly to the situational approach. He found that school adminis-
trators, school board members, and teachers' union representatives similarly
described the ideal leader behavior an administrator should practice; and he
interpreted this finding as indicating possibilities for resolving differences
provided administrators are able to change their real leader behavior nearer
to the ideal description. The leader behavior dimensions found to be contrib-
uting most to conflict were: (a) consideration, (b) initiation of structure,
(c) integration, (d) demand reconciliation, (e) tolerance of freedom, and (f)
production emphasis. Cave added that his research showed that administrators
are deficient in their knowledge of the behavioral sciences and the theories
and techniques of conflict resolution. He also asserted that there has been
an almost complete lack of adequate programs for training administrators to
be effective change agents, to have an understanding of organizational climates,
and to understand the relationship of their leadership behavior to the presence
of conflict. Not one of the administrators who participated in the study had
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formal training in collective negotiations or bargaining; none appeared
familiar with techniques for analyzing and resolving social conflicts; no
planned courses of action for conflict resolution could be discerned. Cave

concluded that the need for effective administrators has been increased rather

than decreased as a result of the collective negotiations movement and accom-

panying conflict He suggested that representatives from the teaching staff

be given the opportunity to participate in selection of administrators.

DAVIES AND KLINE (ED 078 556) compared three types of negotiations

procedures: traditional collective negotiations (essentially a unilateral
employer-employee relationship), procedural collective negotiations (achieve-

ment of a basic collective bargaining document), and comprehensive contract

(similar to a labor union contract). They found that the traditional group
experienced a greater sense of identification with and belongingness to the

organization; were able to maintain a more effective relationship with their

principals; and exhibited significantly higher morale or rapport among

teachers. They found also that as teachers increased in age, job satisfac-

tion/morale improved. Their assumption that as participation in the manage-

ment and decision making process intensified, morale improved was thus not

supported.

MISKEL (ED 074 624) investigated teacher and administrator attitudes

on five factors: (a) monetary benefits, (b) methods and materials, (c) assign-

ments and procedures, (d) environmer, and (e) evaluation. He concluded that

differences between the two groups on all five factors assure continued con-

flict. He added that, if administrators are given an increasingly important

role in negotiations as has been predicted, these basic attitudinal differences

probably will become even more apparent.

STUCKEY (ED 081 075) reported that nearly two-thirds of the 94 super-
intendents who responded to the Feelings Inventory were upset or disturbed by

teacher militancy. Administrative authority, labor-management tactics, teacher
relationships, and types of leadership styles were all seen as changing because
of teacher militancy; and 87 percent of the superintendents saw the resultant

changes as increasing their work load and problems. Not all, however, were

upset about losing authority.



NEXT STEPS

Review of ERIC documents relating to "Administrator Style Effect on Teircher
Behavior and Morale" not only can broaden perspectives beyond generally familiar
published research in the field of human relations; it may provide insights and
useful practices adaptable to local situations as well. Results of inquiries
into the reciprocal behaviors and influences of teachers and administrators can
have implications for the preparation and continuing professional development
of all education personnel.

Foremost, these documents suggest areas of concern for preservice and
inservice education of both administrators and teachers. Interpersonal behaviors
emerge as appropriate, though too often neglected, areas for skill improvement.
The interplay of role functions in differentiated staffing patterns ranks in
importance alongside the careful division of work tasks. Human relations are
a prime ingredient for facilitating operations of team, partnership, and col-
laborative assignments.

Where administrator style affects selection and retention of a staff, low
morale or high faculty turnover disrupt smooth organizational functioning, and
certainly can mitigate against behavior modifications for improvement of edu-
cational outcomes. Acceptance or rejection of innovative practices may well
depend on the educational climate set by administrators, who generally are the
key determiners of meaningful change.' Significant teacher-administrator dis-
sonance may result, on the other hand, in a school atmostphere which is not
conducive to teaching or learning. Positive and open attitudes should be based
on mutual trust and understanding, and must be consciously nurtured to thrive.

Forces external to the school also have their influence. Because virtually
everyone is a product of the educational experience, self-proclaimed experts
abound, with firm conceptions of appropriate behavior for both teachers and
administrators. Yet steadily expanding, sometimes contradictory, community
expectations serve notice that conventional roles for schools, teachers, and
administrators will not suffice. Differing viewpoints on such national priori-
ties as social equity, teacher centers, provision of instruction for special
students in regular classrooms, consumer education, and career/vocational edu-
cation arouse passion and conflict. Economic uncertainties jeopardize school
bond issues as well as current levels of budgetary allocations for materials
and personnel.

The administrator is in the hotseat, caught between state and local policies
and regulations and community desires on the one hand and an increasingly vocal
and powerful teacher movement on the other. From a pessimistic view, adminis-
trators seem to be in a no-win situation. They are described variously as
"harsh" in discipline--or "lacking control"; as "autocratic" in school manage-
ment--or "indecisive"; as "interfering" in instruction--or "unconcerned"; as
"loading teachers down with extra duties"--or "ignoring them in decision making."
And the middle groundif such there truly be in the schools--is guaranteed to
please no one while offending everyone.

The inevitable dimunition of traditional administrative control in some
areas, however, could have the eventual effect of freeing up time for
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educational leadership, for crystallizing the individual school's educational

philosophy, and for service to teachers as a resource person and facilitator

in instructional improvement, curriculum revision, and staff development.

These foreseeable role and function shifts call for the development and/or

selection of administrative personnel who can adapt to changing conditions,

who can interrelate effectively with teachers in a common effort--now as

members of an education team, now as leaders, now as available resources.

More than what this literature review can show of what is known about

administrator style and its effect on teacher behavior and morale, it points

up the shakiness of the knowledge base in the field of education personnel

interactions. Some researchers rely on models from other disciplines; others

decry such models as inappropriate or inadequate to the professional education

milieu. No one set of administrator style typologies would be accepted by all

researchers in the field; indeed the results of studies are often contradictory,

limited in applicability, or non-replicable. Questions which are explored but

not entirely settled in the documents cited in this publication need further

investigation:

For Administrators

-- Does one particular leadership style produce more positive results

than others in terms of teacher behavior and morale?

-- If so, what are the characteristics of that optimal style?

-- What training can enable present or future administrators to attain

those characteristics and skills?

-- Now can schools identify persons with the potential for effective

leadership?

For Teachers

-- What teacher behaviors are open to modification for improvement of

instruction?

-- In what ways does teacher morale impinge on instructional behavior?

-- What activities of both administrators and teachers ensure high morale?

-- Should administrators, given a selective job market, choose teachers
who conform to the educational philosophy of the school administration?

-- What are the implications for the human relations interactions in the
schools of current collective negotiations and power thrusts of teacher

organizations?

For the School

-- What mix of teacher and administrator role/goal congruence makes for

an optimal learning environment?

-- To what degree is dissonance harmful to the school setting, and how can

it be reduced?
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-- Can some conflict be healthy?

-- How can the school focus the activities of administrators on those
teacher behaviors which make a difference on student learning?

-- Are different school climates favorable to particular kinds of teacher
behavior and administrator style?

Certainly, further investigation into any and all of these questions--
and 0thers--would enhance the preparation of education personnel for the
school of tomorrow. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Educaticn invites
readers to submit papers and research studies that they have prepared in
the area of education and training for effective teacher-administrator
interactions for consideration and inclusion in the information-files of
Resources in Education.
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THE SCHOOL AS A SOCIAL SYSTEM: THE ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE

ED125124 EA008452 MF

School Governance ,nd the Professional/Bureauuretic

Interface. A Case Study of Llucational Decision-Making.

Hanson, Mark

Publ. Date; Apr 76 Note: 32p.; Paper presented at the

Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research

Association (San Francisco, Callfornie, April 19-23, 1976);

Not available in hard copy due to marginal degibility of

original document

Descriptors: Admilistrative Personnel/ *Bureaucracy/

*Decision Making/ Elementary Secondary Education/ Leadership

Styles/ models/ Organization/ Organizations (Groups)/

*Principals/ *Professional Recognition/ *Role Perception/

*Teacher Behavior/ Teachers

Identifiers: *Interacting spheres Model

The conventional wisdom of numerous practitioners and

researchers suggests tnat on issues of structure and control

the, school can best be described and analyzed in the

bureaucratic frameeork. However, the'bureaucratic model fails

to eecogniee the intervening character that the presence of

professionalism has on the process of school governance. The

data from this research, drawn from a field study, are used to

construct the Interacting Spheres Model which, it is argued,

is capable of clarifying the decision-making ramifications of

professional employees working in bureaucratic organizations'.

The model suggests the presence of two interacting spheres of

influence, witn some decisions formally .delegated to

administrators and others informally assumed by teachers. Each

sphere maintains a degree of decisional autonomy but with

identifiable limits placed on that autonomy. Members of each

sphere have developed strategies designed to aid them in

indirectly managing jehavior in the other sphere as well as

strategies for defending their own sphere against attempted

outside intervention. (Pethor)
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Schoo, Bureaecracy and Political Conflict,

Goodwin, David

Publ. Date: Apr 76 Note: 35p.; Paper presented at the

Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research

Association (San Francisco, California, April 19-23, 1976)

MF 6 HC

Descriptors: *Bureaucracy/ *Conflict/ Discipline/ Elementary

Education/ *Organization/ Role Conflict/ Schools/ *Student

Teacher Relationship/ Teacher Administrator .FielationshiP/

*Teacher Attitudes/ *Teacher Behavior/ Urban Aducation

The findings in this paper raise questions about the

validity of educai'ional assumptions underlying efforts to

reform "bureaucratic dysfunctions" in the schools. Although

specific reforms are not examined, there is a tenuous

connection between bureaucratic orga%ization of schools and

2'5

the kinds of teacher attitudes toward clients to often cited

as the justification for changes. Contrary tO conventional

expectations, the ability of teachers to interset with parents

and students without conflict, and to accept Pedagogical and

organizational reforms, appears enhanced by,the reliance on

clear aid concise rules for teacher behavior in areas such as

student discipline and relations with parents, organizational

strategies that enable teechers to make difficult decisions,

scrt out ambiguous situations, and reaffirm fredantly

challenged authority are often well received. Extensve School

rules for teacher behavior in suer circumstances are

apparently compatible with teacher expectations and.

therefore, a reasonabl y suCcessful administrative strategy.

(Author)

ED119763 JC760156 MFIRC

Goals and Achievements at Oakton Community College; A Study

of Faculty and Administration Perceptions,

Bers, Trudy H.

Oakton Community Coll., Morton Grove, Ill.

Publ. Datc Jan 75 Note: 66o.

Uescriptors: *Administrator Attitudes/ College Environment/

College Faculty/ *College Role; Community Colleges/

*Educational Objectives/ Educational Philosophy/ 'Junior

Colleges/ *Teacher Attitudes/ Values

Identifiers: 101/ *Institutional Goals Inventory/ Oakton

Community College

In fall 1974, the Institutional Goals Inventory (101) was

distributed to all full-time faculty and administrators at

Oakton Community College (OCC). Responses *ere obtained from

98 faculty members and 13 administrators (64 Percent end 81

percent, respectively). Results indicate that faculty

respondents found Individual Personal DeveloPMent, Freedom,

Innovation, Community (i.e., mutual trust and respect among

students and facult Y), and Social Egalitarianism were the most

important goals at OCC. They felt tnat ComMunItY, Vocational

Preparation, Individual Personal OeveloPment Freedom, and

Demperatic Governance shoulc be OCC's meSt important goals.

Administrator responses tended to be similar. They felt that

Individual Personal Development, Vocational Preparation,

Community, Innovation, and Freedom wore the current goals, and

that Community, Vocational Preparation, Individual Personal

Development, and Democratic Governance should be the most

important goals at OCC. Faculty and administrators agreed that

Social Criticism/Activism, Public Service, and Off-Campus

Learning were and should be the least important goals at OCC.

In this administration of the IGI, respondents were asked to

rank eaCh variable a third time to indicate the degree to

which that goal was being accomplished. These results are

Presented, as are discussions of ell results. (DC)
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Relationships Among
Leadership, Climate Teacher, and Student

Variables in Curriculum Engineering,

Conran, Patricia C.: Beauchamp, George A.
Publ. Date: 23 Apr 76 Note: 24p.; Paper presented at the

Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research
Association (San Francisco. April 19-23, 1976)

Descriptors: *Academic Achievement/ Curriculum/ *Curriculum
Design/ Curriculum Evaluation/ Curr:culum Planning/
Educational Environment/ Elementary Education/ Family
Background/ Intelligence (Lotient/ *Leadership/ Longitudinal
Studies/ Mathematical Models/ *Organizational Climate/
Principals/ Statisticpl Analysis/ Teacher Attendance/ *7eacher
Attitudes/ Teacher Behavior

The study, a seventh in a series of longitudinal stuclies,
was an investigation C causal and'7ther relationships among
leadership, cl late, teacher, and student variables in
curriculum engineering. Quantitative measures included
principals' leadership, organizational climate, teachers'
attitudes, te.chers' performance, and students' achievemen.
Additiodal teacher and student variables were used as control
variables, A causal model show lg block-recursive and
reciprocal relationships was used to demonstrate linkages
among variables. The significance of regression coefficients
and the proportion of variance accounted for in the effects
supported the assumptions of causal relationships among the
four classes of variables. (Author)
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Longitudinal Stud" in Curritulum Engineering--VI.

Beauchamp, George A.: Conran, Patricia C.

Publ. Date: 23 Apr 76 Note: 25p.; Paper presented at the
Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research
Association (San Francisco. April 19-23. 19761

Descr'dt)rs: *Academic Achievement/ Curriculum/ *Curriculum
Design/ Curriculum Evaluation/ Curriculum Planning/
Educational Environment/ Elementary Education/ *Leadership/
Longitudinal Studies/ Mathematical Models/ *Organizational

Climate/ nrihpipals/ Sta',.stical Analysis/ *Teacher Attitudes/

Teacher Behavior/ Teacher Motivation

ThiS study was a sixth account of t longitudinal
investigation of the effects of the operation of a curriculum
engineering system in a scnool district. Specific objectives
were to observe the effects of leadersnip, climate, and
curriculum engineering on teacher attitudes and teacher

performance in a curriculum system and on student achievement.
A cousal model and path analysis were used to demonstrate the
effects of the research variable on each other and on Student
achievement. Where appropriate, the most recent data were
compared with data from previous years and discussed in light

of the longitudinal design of the study. (Author)
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Toward thL Creation of Satisfying Work Places.

Goodlad, John I.

Publ, Da' 20 Feb 76 Note: 19p.; Paper presented at the
Annual Convention of the American Association of SCh001
Administrators (106th, Atlantic City, New Jersey, February

20-23, 19761

Descriptors: Collective Bargaining/ *Educational 'Change/
Educational Improvement/ Educational Objectives/ Jot

Satisfaction/ Leadership Training/ *Organizational Development
/ Problem Solving/ *School Environment/ *Teacher Administrator
Relatiorship/ Teacher Improvement/ Work Attitudes/ *Work
Environment

Identifiers: IDEA/ Institute Development Educational
Activities

The self-interests of the primary participants in the school
and the common welfare as represented in the improvement of
the American educational system are most likely to become one
in the process of improving ,he school as a work place. This
strategy was explored in the form of a collaborative
enterprise. Eighteen schools 'n southern California and the
research division of the Institute for Development of

Educational Activities, Inc., (IDEA), engaged in the internal

process Of self-renewal in each school through sustained
dialogue, decision-making, action, and evaluation on'the part
of the entire faculty under the leadership of the principal.
This involved a network of schools within which ideas,
resources, and practices were developed and excharged; a
continuous self-directed seminar in which the principals
discussed their problems and developed necessary leadership

understandings, and skills; and a vari*ty of pedagogical

interchanges for teachers. (Author/MLF)
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The '2Jperin,endent's Responsioility to Provide Information

to Internal Audiences in a School Cis'.-ict,

Conley, H. E.

Date: Feb 75 Note: 12p.; Paper presented at the

Annual Convention cf the American AssoCiation of School

Administrators 1107th, Dallas, Texas, Feoruary 21-24, 1975)

Descriptors: 'Communication (Thougnt Transfer)/

Communication Proolems/ Educational Administration/ Elementary

Secondary Educltion/ Information Dissemination/ Organizational

Climate/ "11:lanZat;.:nal Communication/ 'Participant

Involvement/ Pofessicnal Recognition/ Puplic Relations/

Scnool Community rielationsnip/ "School Involvement/ Sch001

Publications/ 'Superintendent Role/ Superintendents/ Teacher

Morale

loyal policy support depends not only on an employee's

knoxledge of the form and structure of the institution, but

also on ,is ability to influence its operations and goals. If

there is ample opportunity for an employee to present his

ideas anc these ideas are cut into action, he is more apt to

feel like an integral participant in the district. Conversely,

if constructive though: and action are thwarted, informal

groups may arise within ,le district who are opposed to its

stated goals. Tnere are many theories of internal

communication. Cne of the most useful is designed to keep

employee informed aocut the structure of the district while at

the same time emphasizing the .mportance of group

cohesiveness. This theory considers six aspects of

communication--source, message, channels, receivers, effect,

and feedback. Ultimately, the responsibility for internal

communication res'Ls with the superintendent. (Author)
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Puolic-Scnool Districts' Bureaucracy level and Teachers'

Work Mot,vation Attitudes.

Patton, Marcus S.; Miskel,

Flol. pate: Apr 75 Note. 22p.; Paper presented at the

Annual Meeting of the American Research Association (60th,

Washington, D. C., Marc, 31-April 4, 1975)

u:scriptorS: Bibliographies/ *Bureaucracy/ Elementary

Secondary Education/ Interaction Process Analysis/

*Organizational Theuries/ "School Districts/ School

Organization/ "School Surveys/ Tables (Data)/ Teacher

Administrator Relationsh ip/ Teacher AttituCes/ *Teacher

Motivation

Identifiers: qork Components Study

This Study investigated two models of organizational and

individual interaction to discover which model better

describes the relationship oetween the degree of bureaucracy

in school organizations and the work motivation of teachers

0 within tnose inst..utions. Argyris (1973) posited that

40 bureaucracy has a negative relationship to employee work

motivation, wnile Getzels Guba (1957) suggested that

organizational expectations and individual needs are separate

and independent factors that interact in a social system.

Employee motivation data were gathered from a sample of 297

teachers in nine scnool districts, using a modified Work

Components Study. Data gathered from central office staff and

school district records were used to calculate the degree of

bureaucracy in each district. Analysis of the data revealed no

significant relationship between the degree of school district

bureaucracy and teachers sCores on intrinsic motivational

factors, risk prooensity factors, and extvinsic motivational

factors. (Author/JO)
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A Reappraisal cf the Halpin-Croft Model of the

Organizational Climate of Schools.

Hayes, Andrew E.

Publ. Date: Feb 73 Note: 71p,; Paper presented at American

Educational Research Association Annual Meeting (58tn, New

Orleans, Louisiana,, February 25-March 1, 1973)

Descriptors: Behavior Patterns/ Computer Programs/

Discriminant Analysis/ 'Factor Analysis/ Interpersonal

Relation$hip/ *Interprofessional Relationship/ leadership

Styles/ Models/ *Organizational Climate/ Principals/ 'Research

Tools/ 'Schools/ Speeches/ Statistical Studies/ Teacher

Associations/ Teacher Morale

Identifiers: Object Socialization/ OCDO/ *Organizational

Climate Description Questionnaire

This study serves as a basis for revisions of the

Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire (CCDQ) and as

the second part of a larger study in which the conceptual

model of climate introduced by Halpin and Croft, and the OCDO,

will be revised. The purposes were (1) to determine the factor

structure of the OCOQ when a large, national sample of data

were subjected to the sophisticated factor-analytic procedures

that have become availaole since tne original Halpin-Croft

study was conducted; and, (2) to identify "climate types" that

are based on tne factor structure that was identified through

the new analyses. Maximum-likelihood factor-analytic methods,

with subseL,Jent oblique rotations of the factor matrixes, and

taxonomic clustering procedures followed by multiple

discriminant-analyses yielded factor Solutions and climate

types that differ from those which Halpin and Croft identifie

in their original climate study. (Author)
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The Secondary School Research Program Employing QUESTA,
Templeton Secondary Schoe 1971-72. Research Report.

Ellis, L. N.

Vancouver Board of School Trustees (British Columbia). Dept.
of Planning and Evaluation.

Publ. Date: Aug 72 Note: Bo.: Research Report 72-25

Descriptors: Administrator. Attitudes/ *Attitude Tests/
Educational Attitudes/ ExpectAion/ Longitudinal Studies/
*Questionnaires/ School Attitudes/ School Improvement/
Secondary Grades/ Self Concept/ "Standardized Tests/ Student
Attitudes/ *Student School Relationship/ Student Teacher
Relationship/ Surveys/ Teacher Administrator .RelationshiP/
Teacher Attitudes/ Technical Reports/ *Values

The Secondary School Research Program devised a two-part
Questionnaire for Students, Teachers and Administrators
(QUESTA I and QUESTA II) to gather information about the
attitudes, values and perceptions of these groups and the rate
and extent to which, they change. QUESTA I, administered to
students when they enter high school, gathers baseline
biographical, socioecoomic, demographic, and attitudinal
information. It seeks the new student's attitudes toward
himself, his peers, his previous school, his new school, and

his hopes, fears, and aspirations. QUESTA II is administered
during or ot tne end of any of the four years of high school

to measure the impact of the school uPon his attitudes and
values. QUESTA II is also designed for administration to
teacber 6 and administrators. QUESTA can be used to facilitate

understanding of relations oetween groups in a school and how
the parts of the school interact and affect the educational

process. The school's progress and educational environment can

be imoroved if action is taken on the strengths and weaknesses
revealed by QUESTA. A brief overview of the summary of

responses of Templetol. Secondary School to QUESTA is provided.
(KM)

ED071159 EA004660 MF8liC

Organizational Climate and Attitudes Toward Educational

Change: A Case Study.

Brumbaugh, Robert B. Christ, Henry J.

Kutztown State Coll., Pa, Educational Development Center,

Report No.: KUTZ-EDC-R6

Publ. Date: Jun 72 Note: 23p.

Available from: Center for Educational Change Through

Organizational and Technological Development, Kutztown State

College. Kutztown. Pennsylvaria 19350

Descriptors: *Administrator Attitudes/ *Educational Change/

*High Schools/ *Organizational Climate/ Predictor Variables/

Surveys/ *Teacher Attitudes

Consultants in change agent roles frequently overlook the

importance of adequate descriptive data on the target systems

they seek to influence. The stale of a% organization's health

24

may operate to nullify the best of planned intervention

efforts, Survey data from a large, nonpublic, metropolitan
high school provided consultants from the Center with a

favorable prognosis for planned change efforts in the school.

Staff and administration attitudes toward six areas of

possible educational change are predicted from scores on the
eight subtests of Halpin's Organizational Climate Description

Questionnaire, (Author)

ED062702 EA004243 MFAHC
Closing the GaP Between Teachers, Principals, and Central

Office,

Rockhill, Anna

Publ. Date: 14 Feb 72, Note: 9p.; Paper presented at

American Association of Scnool Administrators. (104th,

Atlantic City, New Jersey. February 12-16, 1972)

Descriptors: *Communication (Thought Transfer)/ Decision
Making/ *Interprofessional Relationship/ Participation/

*Principals/ Psychological Needs/ Scnool Community Cooperation

/ Soeectli i/ 'Superintendents/ Teacher Administrator

Relationship/ Teacher Morale/ *Teachers

This speech discusses strategies for closing the gap between
teachers, Principals, and central office personnel. These

strategies include (1) developing an open climate of mutual

understanding and acceptance by devoting special attention to

interpersonal relationships, (2) developing a plan to improve

staff morale, (3) devising a communication program that keeps

the staff informed, (4) sharing the decisionmaking act, (5)

accepting negotiations as a fact of life and utilizing the

process to s, improve the educational program, and (6)

negotiating in good faith. (Author/JF)
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A Guide to Innovation in Education.

Havelock, Ronald G.

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor, Center for Research on

Utilization of Scientific Knowledge.

Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education (OHEW), Washington,

D.C.

Publ. Date: 70 Note: 281p.

Available from: Publications Division, Institute for Social

Research, P.O. BOX 1248, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

Document Not Available from EDRS.

Descriptors: Adoption (Ideas)/ Behavior Change/ *Change

Agents/ *Changing ,ttitudes/ Communication (Thought Transfer)/

*Educational Cnange/ .Educational Innovation/ *Guides/

Innovation/ Instructii. ial Innovation/ Interpersonal Competence

/ Interpersonal Relationship/ Sensitivity Training/ Student

Teacher Relationsnip/ Telcher Administrator Relationship

In tnis guide the process of innovation in education, the

author does not suggest what changes should be macie, nor does
he recommend specific innovations, but he does provide
information on how successful innovation takes place and how

those ,ho fauilitate planned change or planned innovations

(change agents) can organize their work to insure success.

Four lengthy case studies illustrate the process of change at

its best and at its worst. The change agents in these case

studies represent a wide range of educational roles: student,

teacher, administrator, and outside consultant. The material

presented in these case studies is later used to show the

stages ih a planned change. The suggested stages in such a

planned change are: building a relationship, diagnosing the

need, acquiring relevant resources; choosing the solution,

gaining acceptance, stabilizing the innovation, and generating

self-renewal. The 'author makes detailed suggestions for each

of these stages. Supplementary resource information is

provided including a glossary and guide to selection of

strategies and tactics, a directory of major information

sources in education, 'and an annotated bibliography of major

works on change in education. (JY)

E0047427 24 E4003378 111,0(C

An Analysis of tr Relationship of the Degree of

Satisfaction of Teachers W.;hin Certain Ohio Schools with the

Formal Communication of Their Principal. Parts I and II. Final

Report.

Helwig, Carl

Akron Univ., Ohio.

Sponsoring Agency: National Center for Educational Research

.end Development (DHEW/CE), Washington, D.C.

Bureau No.: 8R-9-E-085

Grant No.: 0EG-0-8-08005-3715

Publ. Date: Dec 69 Note: 234o.

Uescriptors: *CommuniCation Problems/ Doctoral Theses/

NIElementary School Teachers/ *Oral Communication/

*Organizational Climate/ *Principals/ School Organization/

Teacher Administrator Relationship/ Teacher Morale

This stu:: tested two hypotheses: (1) that the frequency of

oral and written communications between a principal and his

teachers was related to teacher morale, and (2) that the

communication frequency was related to school organizationol

climate. The sample consisted of 37 Ohio elementary school

principals and 310 teachers. Principals kept 20-day records on

types of formai communications as the variable of frequency of

principal-tea&er communications. Teachers completed a scale

measuring faculty perception of the school organizational

climate. No significant correlation was discovered between

total principal-teacher communications and teacher morale.

Part I, a doctoral dissertation, is available from University

Microfilms, a Xerox Company, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor,

Michigan 48103. (Order No. 70-1461, MF 63.00, Xerography

$6.20.) (Compute^ printouts on pages 203-204 of Part II not

reproducible.) (Author/MLF)
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Characteristics and Factors Related to Teacher Satisfaction,
Counselor Satisfaction, and the Quality of Counseling
Programs. Interim Report.

Johnston, Lloyd D.; And Others

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor.
Survey Resear..n Center.

Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education (DHEW), Washington,
D.C. Bureau of Research.

Bureau No.: BR-5-0196

Contract No.: OEC-5-85-054

Publ. Date: May 69 Note: 63n.

Descriptors: *Counselor Attitudes/ COunselor Performance/
Counselor Role/ High School Role/ +High Schools/ Student
Reaction/ *Teacher Administrator .elationship/ *Teacner
Characteristics/ *Teacher Influence/ Teacher Role

This working paper i$ the fifth in a series on Youth in
Transition. Included are four papers plus comments on these
papers. Tne findings are based on information gatnered from
approximately 2,000 high school teachers and 300 counselors.
The teacners' and counselors

Perceptions of the way our high
schools are run and th, impact of those schools on thel are
the two points investiga.:d. Davidson, in the first paper,
presents a oesign for the study of boys in their high school
environment. tilethods and techniques are explained with
diagrams included. In the second paper, Jorinston's findings
include that teachers perceive the actual influence picture in
the school.s to be very hierarchical with those at the top
exercising most of the power. Teacher influence is only
moderate and is limited to the classroom. The third paper
concludes that tre large majority

of high school .teachers view
themselves as satisfied witn their career choice and job. The
most satisfied also feel they have more influence than do less
satisfied teachers. Rodgers notes, in the fourth paper, that
administrators increase counselor satisfaction and their
assessment of the quality of counseling to the extent that
they are concerned with problems in their schools and are
innovative in their approacnes to these problems. (KJ)

ED030,191 24 EA002259
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Incentives in American Education.

Coleman, James S.

Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, Md. Center for the Study of
Social Organization of Schools,

Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education (DHEW', Washington,
D.C. Bureau of Research.

Report No.: R-40 Bureau No.: BR-6-1610

Grant No.: DEG-2-7-061610-0207

Puol. Date: 20 Feb 69 Note: 26p.; Paper prepared for
Brookin gs Seminar on )ncentives in Public Policy (February 20)
1969).

Descriptors: *Academic Achievement/ *Administrative
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Personnel/ *Community Inf,uence/ *Educational Policy/
*Incentive Systems/ Patent Attitudes; Policy Formation/
Principals/ Private Schools/ Public Relations/ School
Community Relationship/ School Superintendents/ Student
Motivation/ Teacher Motivation/ Tuition Grants

Ecucational policies are discussed which are directt' at
affecting the incentives of a school superintendent or other
executive officers of an operating school system, staff
members in the administrative office, principals or other
executive officers in a school, teachers, pupils, and their
parents. A number of proposals for the modification of
schools, as they affect the incentives of school personnel,
are discussed under seven headings: (1) Publication of
Performance information to change the direction of community
pressure on superintendent or principal; (2) interscholastic
academic competition; (3) intramural cooperation and
competition; (4) dual competing

school systems; (5) a tuition
grant or voucher system for

attendance at private schools; (6)
the open school, with subject-specific choices; and (7)
Payment-by-results. (Author/JK)
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THE TEACHER SUBCULTURE AND CURRICULUM CHANGE.

WILLOWER, DONALD J.

Publ. C te: MAY68 Note:

HI

Uescriptors: Bureaucracy/ *Class Management/ Counselors/

*Curriculum Development/ DisCipline/ Educational Objectives/

*Elementary School Teacners/ Org-mizational. Climate/

Principals/ *Secondary School Teachers/ Socialization/ *Social

Systems/ Subculture/ Teacher Administrator Relationship/

Teacher Attitudes/ Teacher Behavior/ Teacher Role

Identifiers: PHILADELPHIA

THIS FACULTY SEMIN:R PAPER VIEWS THE SCHOOL AS A SMALL

SOCIETY OPERATING WITHIN A FRAMEWORK OF NORMS AND ROLES. TO

DETERMINE THE PRIMARY FEATURES OF THE TEACHER SUBCULTURE, A

14-MONTH FIELD STUDY WAS CONDUCTED IN A JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,

AND OBSERVATIONS OF TEACHER SOCIALIZATION AND PUPIL CONTROL

WERE COMPARED FOR mocks FOLLOWING CUSTODIAL AND HUMANISTIC

PUPIL CONTROL IDEOLOGIES. SUPPORTED PREDICTIONS INCLUDE--(1)

TEACHERS ARE MORE CUSTODIAL IN PUPIL CONTROL THAN PRINCIPALS

OR COUNSELORS, (2) SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

ARE MORE CUSTODIAL THA THEIR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNTERPARTS,

AND (3) INCREASED CUSTODIALISM ACCOMPANIES TEACHER

SOCIALIZATION, IN ITS WIDER SOCIAL SETTING THE SCHOOL IS

CONCERNED WITH COMMUNITY SUPPORT, A REPUTATION FOR INNOVATION,

AND SPECIALIZATION TO MAKE ENVIRONMENTAL CONFLICT LESS

BURDENSOME. WHILE CURRICULUM CHANGE IS TRADITIONALLY REGARDED

AS A RESPONSIBILITY OF A TEACHERS' CURRICULUM COMMITTEE,

RESULTS ARE USUALLY MINIMAL BECAUSE OF THE NORMATIVE ASPECTS

OF THE SCHOOL AS A SOCIAL SYSTEM, EFFECTIVE CURRICULUM CHANGE

EMANATES MORE CLEARLY FROM PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SOURCES

OPERATING OUTSIDE THE SYSTEM OF CONSTRAINTS THAT DETER SCHOOL

PERSONNEL. THIS PAPER WAS PRESENTED AT A FACULTY SEMINAR

(TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, PHILADELPHIA, MAY, 1968). (JK)

E0020569 6i EAP01364

PLANNED CHANGE--A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY,

DOWNEY, LOREN W.

University Council for Educational Administration, Columbus,

Ohio,

Report No.: BR-5-0993

Contract No.: OEC-4-16-014

Publ. Date: 68 Note: 29P.

11F & HC

Descriptors: Administrator Role/ *Bibliographies/

Bureaucracy/ *Educational Change/ Educational Sociology/

Objectives/ Organization/ *Organizational Change/ Power

Structure/ Role Theory/ *Schools/ *Social Organizations/

Social Systems/ Student Role/ Teacher Behavior/ Teacher Role

THIS STARTER BIBLIOGRAPHY LISTS 154 BOOKS, ARTICLES, AND

MONOGkAPHS PUBLISHED BETWEEN 1932 AND 1968 IN THE SUBJECT AREA

BROADLY DE0IGNA1EC AS "PLANNED CHANGE." EMPHASIS IS ON THE

SCHOOL AS A SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND THE CONTRIBUTION OF

SOCIOLOGICAL THOUGHT IN AFFECTING NGANIZATIONAL CHANGE,

37

SCHEMATIC FIGURES ARE INCLUDED TO CLARIFY ORGANIZATION OF THE

MATERIAL AND TO PROVIDE GUIDELINES FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF

THE SUBJECT AREA. (TT)

ED019745 EA001337 MFAHC
SELECTED ORGANIZATIONAL VALUES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF

INNOVATIVE AND NON-INNOVATIVE SCHOOL SYSTEMS.

BICKERT, RODERICK

Iowa Univ., Iowa City. Iowa Center for Research in School

Administration,

Publ. Date: FEB68 Note: 5P,

Oescriptors: *Administrator Attitudes/ Board Administrator
Relationship/ *Boards of Education/ *Educational Innovation/

Instructional Programs/ Motivation/ *Public School .Systems/

Teacher Acministrator Relationship/ *Teacher Attitudes

Identifiers: IOWA CITY

THIS STUDY WAS CONCERNED WITH DETERMINING WHETHER CERTAIN

SELECTED VALUES AND CHARACTERISTICS WERE SIGNIFICANTLY
DIFFERENT FOR INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS AS OPPOSED TO NON-INNOVATIVE

SCHOOLS. VV.UES AND CHARACTERISTICS WERE EXAMINED IN RELATION

TO THREE CATEGORIES--INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS, FACULTY-ADMINIST-

RATION-BOARD RELATIONS, AND MOTIVATIONAL ASPECTS, A LIST OF

INNOVATIVE AND NON-INNOVATIVE SCHOOL SYSTEMS IN IOWA,

DEVELOPED BY A PANEL OF JUDGES FROM 1ME IOWA STATE DEPARTMENT

OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, WAS SCREENED AND MATCHED ACCORDING TO

THE TOTAL POPULATIONS OF THE COMMUNITIES SERVED. MAIL

QUESTIONNAIRE DATA FROM A RANDOM SAMPLE OF STAFF MEMBERS,

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS, AND ADMINISTRATORS IN 20 SCHOOLS

REVEALED THAT (11 IN ALL THREE CATEGORIES, GROUPS REPRESENTING

INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS RESPONDED IN A SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT

MANNER THAN DID GROUPS REPRESENTING NON-INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS,

(2) RESPONSES FROM CLASSROOM TEACHERS YIELDED THE MOST

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE SCORES BETWEEN THOSE REPRESENTING

INNOVATIVE AND THOSE REPRESENTING NON-INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS, (3)

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS PROVIDED THE LEAST SIGNIFICANT

DIFFERENCE SCORES BETWEEN THOSE REPRESENTING INNOVATIVE AND

THOSE REPRESENTING NON-INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS, AND (4) ITEMS WHICH

APPEARED TO PROVIDE THE GRE:TEST DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS

REPRESENTING INNOVATIVE AND NON-INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS WERE

LEADERSHIP FOR IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION, DUALITY OF

INSTRUCTION, SCOPE OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, FACULTY-BOARD

ROLES IN ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, BOARD-ADMINISTRATION ROLES IN

POLICY MAKING, COMMUNICATION ADEQUACY, OVERALL INTELLECTUAL

CLIMATE AND STIMULATION, STIMULUS' TO EXPERIMENTATION AND

INNOVATION By INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS, AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR

FACULTY ADVANCEMENT, THIS DOCUMENT APPEARS IN THE "RESEARCH

DIGEST' OF THE IOWA CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN SCHOOL

ADMINISTRATION, NUMBER 36, FEBRUARY 1968. (HM)
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Attitudes/ *Elementary School Teachers/ Group Dynamics/
0014817 24 EA000941

MFIRC Instructional Inno7ation/
Peer Relationship/ *Power Structure/

SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND 1NOVATION IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS,, Principals/ *School Systems/ *Secondary School Teachers/
CHESLER, MARK A.

Social Psychology/ Social StrL,cture/ Teacher Administrator
Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor,

Relationship/ *Teacher
Alienation/ Teacher Behavior/ Teacher

Report No.: BR-5-0268-1

Influence/ 'leacher RoleContract No.: OEC-5-10-241

Identifiers: ANN ARBORPubl. Date: 66 Note: 127P,
TEACHER ALIENATION FROM THE SCHOOL SYSTEM IS VIEWED AS ATHREE-STAGE PROCES5--(11 ALIENATION AT THE SOCIAL AND

Descriptors: *Llementary
Schools/ Elementary School Teachers NORMATIVE STRUCTURE LEVELS, (2) ALIENATION AS AN ATTITUDINAL

/ Hypothesis Testing/ Instructional Improvement/ TENDENCY, AND (3) ALIENATION AS REFLECTED IN BEHAVIOR.
*Instructional Innovation/ Interpersonal Relationship/ RESPONSE DATA WERE ANALYZED FROM A SELF-ADMINISTERED
*Organizational Climate/

Principals/ *Social Strixture/ Tables
QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTED TO ALL TEACHERS IN THREE SENIOR HIGH

(Data)/ Teacher Attitudes/ Teacher Behavior/ *Teacher SCHOOLS, THREE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS, ANO THREE ELEMENTARY
Characteristics/ Teacher Role

SCHOOLS (TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE, 237 TEACHERS). FINDINGS GENERALLY
Identifiers: ANN AR: JR

SUPPORTED 43 MINOR
HYPOTHESES AND CONFIRMED THE STUDY'S TWO

FOCUSING ON THE INTERNAL
SOCIAL RELATIONS AMONG MEMBERS OF A MAJOR HYPOTHESES THAT SYSTEM STATES OF BOTH OVERCONTROL AND

SCHOOL STAFF
, QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES FROM 246 TEACHERS IN 16 UNDERCONTROL RESULT IN ALIENATION. ON THE ATTITUDINAL AND

ELEMENTARY SCHOrLS WE4 ANALYZED
IN A COMPARATIVE STUDY TO BEHAVIORAL LEVEL, IT WAS FOuND THAT FEELINGS OF ALIENATION

DETERMINE FACTOnS MOST INFLUENTIAL IN INITIATING PRACTICES FROM THE SCHOOL SYSTEM ARE REFLECTED IN TEACHER PERFORMANCE.
DESIGNED TO IMPROVE THE CLASSROOM

LEARNING CLIMATE. ELEMENTS COLUMN PERCENTAGES AND CHI 57UARE
CORRELATIONS ARE TABULATED

OF THE SCHOOL SOCIAL SYSTEM REVIEWED WERE THE INDIVIDUAL FOR 53 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES,
RELATING TEACHER ALIENATION TO

TEACHER PEER 'ILATIONS AMONG TEACHERS,
THE PRINCIPAL, AND THE VARIOUS COMPONENTS OF THE

SCHOOL SYSTEM, INCLUDING IHE SCHOOL
RELATIONS BETWEEN PRINCIPAL AND TEACHERS, FIFTY-SEVEN PERCENT BOARD, TEACHER PEERS,

PRINCIPALS, THE COMMUNITY,
COMMUNICATION

OF THE TEACHERS SAIO THEY WERE EMPLOYING INNOVATIVE PRACTICES PATTERNS, SCHOOL SIZE, STAFF
COHESIVENESS, TEACHING PRACTICE,

FOR IMPROVING MENTAL HEALTH OR LEARNING. NINETY-TWO PERCENT AND EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES, THIS MATERIAL
WAS SUBMITTED AS A

REPORTED THEY HAD EMPLOYED OR WERE
EMPLOYING AT LEAST ONE OF DISSERTATION TO THE UNIVERSITY OF

MICHIGAN, 1966, AND IS ALSO
12 LISTED INNOVATIONS IN THE CLASSROOM, PEER REPORTS INDICATED AVAILABLE FROM UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
AN INNOVATIVE RATE OF 58 PERCENT ACROSS ALL SCHOOLS, VARIABLES 48103, (MICROFILM NUMBER 66-14,483) FOR $3,00 MF, $6.40
WHICH APPEARED TO BE POSITIVELY AND

SIGNIFIOANTLY CORRELATED
XEROGRAPHY. (LIK)WITH EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION IN THE CLASSROOM INCLUDED TEACHER

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL, EXPERIENCE, AND FELT AND DESIRED INFLUENCE.
WITH RESPECT TO PEER RELATIONS,

VARIABLES FOUND SIGNIFICANTLY
AND 1-OSITIVELY CORRELATED

INCLUDED PERCEPTION OF THE STAFF AS
A COHESIVE UNIT ANJ NOMINATION BY PEERS AS HIGHLY INFLUENTIAL
AND ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT NEW APPROACHES

TO TEACHING. DUE TO THE
INADEQUACY OF MEASUREMENT CONCEPTS :ND OPERATIONS AND THE
RELATIVE HOMOGENEITY OF THE SCHOOLS CONCERNED, HYPOTHESES
CONCERNING THE ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL OF ANALYSIS WITH REGARD TO
PEER AND PRINCIPAL RELATIONS WERE CONSISTENTLY

UNCONFIRMED,
THIS MATERIAL WAS SUBMITTED AS A DISSERTATION TO THE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, 1966, AND IS ALSO AVAILABLE FROM
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48103, FOR $3.00
MF, $6.20 XEROGRAPHY, (din
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Learning Environments: space and Perceptions.

Hoyle, .ohn R.

Publ, Date: 75 Note: 16o.
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Uescriptors: Academic Achievement/ Eleuntary Secondary

Lucation/ Human Relations Programs/ *InAructional Innovation

/ Open Education/ *Open Plan Schools/ Perception/ *School

Environment/ School Size/ *Teacher Administrator.Relationsh1P/

*Teacher Attitudes/ Team Teacning

A teacher self-report instrument, the Learning Climate

Inventory (LC!), was used to gather teacher perceptions about

their administrators, peers, and teaching job. An

observational checklist was used on the same large sample.

Data were gathered from 700 classrooms and 867 teachers in 30

schools in Tulsa and Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and Fort Worth,

Texas. The researcher's goal was to find the relationship

between the spatial characteristics of public school

classrooms and alternative modes of teaching and the staff's

perceotions of the learning climate. The findings reveal that

alternative teaching ,odes do increase in more open-spaced

classrooms. Also, teachers tend to view open-space,

high-achieving, smaller scnools with ongoing human relations

programs for staff as more open. (Author/MLF)
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Principals, Teachers, and Elementary Youth: A Study of the

Relationships Between Selected Variables of Teacher4r1ncipal

Social Interaction and Six Features of the Educational

Environment,

McKay, A. Bruce

Publ, Date: 73 ; ate: 56p.; Paper presented at American

Educational Research Association Annual Meeting (58th, New

Orleans, Louisiana, February 25-March 1, 1873)

Descriptors: Administrator Role/ Educational Change/

*Educational Environment/ Educational Research/ *Elementary

Sch Ils/ Oraanizational Climate/ *Principals/ *Social

Relaticl/ Szetistical Analysis/ Statistical Studies/ Teacher

Administrator Relationship/ Teecher Attitudes/ Teacher

Behavior/ *Teachers

Identifiers: Administrator Behavior/ Canonical Correlation/

Pearson Product Moment Correlation

This study attempted to examine selected features of

princioal-teacher behavior in relation to the educational

environment of elementary 'schools. Subtests of Haloin'S

Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire were used to

obtain teacher perceptions of the principal variables of

Aloofness, Production, Emphasis, Thrust, and Consideration;

and the teacheA variables of Disengagement, Hindrance, Welt,

and Intimacy. Collective perceptions of 50 and 6th grade

Students were obtained on Sinclair and Sadker's Elementary

School Environment Survey for e'uCational environment

variables of Alienation, Humanism, Autonomy, Morale,
Opportunism, and Resources, Usable responses were obtained
from 4,105 students and 627 teachers in 36 Massachusetts and
Pennsylvania elementary schools. The overall relationship
between the behaviors of the school principal and his teachers
and the educational environment of sampled schools was tested
by means of canonical correlation. Bivariate relationships
between teacher-principal variables, educational envir nment
variables, and demographic data variablei were tested by the
computation of Pearson product-moment correlations. The
results of the study support the contention that the behavior
of teachers and principals is significantly related to
selected components of the educational environment.
(Author/ON)
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An Empirical Study of the Goals of Colleges and Universities

as Perceived and Preferred by Faculty and Administration.
Swarr, ;Ttilip Cassel

Publ, Date: Jun 71 Note: 248p.; Doctoral Dissertation,
Syracuse Un' /ersity

Available from: University Microfilms, A Xerox Company, 300
N. Zeeb lio1d, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103 (order No. 72-6667 -
$10.00)

Document Not Available from EDRS.

Descriptors: *Administrator Attitudes/ College Faculty/
Decision Making/ Educational Administration/ *Educational

Objectives/ *Higher Education/ *Institutional Role/ Professors

/ Questionnaires/ State Colleges/ *Teacher Attitudes
The purpose of this study is to provide insight into the

nature of the goals of American colleges and universities by
empirically determining (through the use of a questionnaire).
(1) what faculty and administrators at 4 state institutions

respectively think the goals of their institutions are and
should be. (2) where they think the locus of decisionmaking

power lies at their institutions, (3) whether there is

conflict between the views of ajministrators and faculty
regarding goals, and (4) whether tncse having the most power
will also be most satisfie with goals they Perceive to be
important at their institutions. Some of the major findings
include: (1) the preferred goals of the 4 state colleges'

professional staffs had higher mean scores overall than did
the corresponding perceived goal ratings, indicating a desire
that greater importance be given to the goals than is given

them; (2) there are statistically reliable differences both

between the goal perceptions and preferences of the iculty
and administrators of these 4 public colleges; and (3)

administrators are generally perceived to have more power thin
the faculty. (Author/HS)
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The Effects of Var,ous Attitude Congruence Conditions on
Teacher Selection Decisions,

Merritt, Daniel L.; And Others

Publ. Date' Ar'n 72 Note: 17p.; Paper presented at American
Educational Reeearch Association Annual Meeting. (57th,
Chicago, Illinois, April 3-7. 1972

Descriptors: *Administrator Attituces/ Attitudes/ *Decision
Making/ Educational Administration/ Educational Research/
Interpersonal Relationship/ Personnel Management/ Personnel
Selection/ Speeches/ Teacner Administrator .Relationsnip/
*Teacher Attitudes/ Teacher Education/ Teacher Recruitment/
*Teacner Selection

This study focuset. on the relationships between attitude
congruence and the selector's decisions about teacher
candidates. Selectors eated a teacher applicant as part of a
simulated tead.er selection situation. Applicants were
represented by eritten information in which the proportion of
attitude congruence with the selector ono the relevance of the
attitudes to Nie vacancy were varied. The data indicated that
the s.lector's decisions about teacher candidates are
influenced by the proportion of crIgrdent attitudes rather
than by the relevance of the attitudes to the position
vacancy. The implications of the findings for teacher
preparation peograms and teacher recruitment are discussed.
(Author)
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Job Satisfaction of the Public School Teacher, A Function of

Subculture Consensue with ResPect to Pupil Control Ideology.

Yuskiewicz, VInbvt D.; Donaldson, William S.

Publ. Date: Apr 72 Note: 46p.; Presented at the Annual
Meeting of the American Educational Research Assn., Chicago,
Apr. 1972

uescrip:ors: *Administrator Attitudes/ *Job Satisfaction/
*Personnel Evaluation/ *Teacher Administrator.RelationshiP/
Teacher Attitudes/ Teacher Behavior/ 'Teacher Influence/ work
Attitudes

This epirical study -valuated several factors believed to

be relateu to job satisfactrn: teachers' own attitudes toward
pupil control, teachers' perceptions of their colleagues and,
principals' attitudes toward pupii control. Coefficients of
correlation t-tests of eelected variables, and multivariate

regression techniques were used in testing hypothesized
relationships. The data was obtained from 910,teachers: 473

elexentary and 437 secondary. Teacher job satisfaction was
found to be a function of subculture consensus with respect to

pupil control idealogy, accentuated in terms of teaching level

13
and experience. Forty percent of the variailitY of job
satisfaction was accounted for by using internal-reward-type

independent variables. The study of teacher job satisfaction

holds several significant implications for the

30

administrator-teacher-student relationship, Degree of teacher
job satisfaction is one determinant of the social climate of
the school eecause productive teaching-learning coexists with
congruent administrator-teacher educational philosophy.
Identificatiln of those factors which influence teacher jot
satisfaction is most important to administrative practice, for
each factor can be incorporated into the aoministrative
process to guide the selection, management, and evaluation of
instructional personnel, A bibliography is included.
Appendixes contain multivariate rationale and procedures, and
variable oefinitions. (Author/MA
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The Perception and Treatment by Teachers and Principals of

the Behavioral Problems of Elementary School Children,

Dobson, Russell; Brewer, Leon

Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater. Coll. of Education.
Publ. Date: 71 Note: 13p.; Paper presented at the National

Elementary School Principals Cerivention (Cleveland, Ohio 1971)

Uescriptors: Attitudes/ Behavior Change/ *Behavior Problems/
Classification/ Discipline Problems/ *Elementary School
Students/ *Exceptional Child Researcn/ *Principals/ *Teacher
Attitudes

Compared were attitudes of elementary school teachers and
principals on their classification of student behavior and
discipline problems and behavior change treatment needed,
Subjecte consisted of 170 elementary school teachers and 15
principals in a mid-western city school system. Reaction of
teachers and principals to discipline and behavior problems
and their suggested treatment were rated on the Behavioral

Problems Inventory and the Behavioral Problems Treatment Sheet

(Dobson, 1966). The statistical method utilized in testing the

hypotheses was chi-square, with,the level of confiderce set at
.05. The findings considered to oe most significant were that
elementary school principals differed significantly from
elementary school teachers in their perception of the
seriousness of behavioral problems of elementary school
cnildren, with principals perceiving the acts as less serious
than the teachers, that significant differences in attitudes
toward treatment of behavioral problems existed between
principals and teachers, and that principals and teachers were
in agreement on the value of parent teacher conferences as an
effective method of treating behavior, with the principals
also favoring parent child teacher conferences. (CB)
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Pupil Contlol Ideology and Organizational Climate: An
Empirical Assessment, A Paper Prereated to the National
Association of Elementary School Principals, April, 1971.

Appleberry, dames B.

Oklahoma State Univ Stillwater.

Pool. (xtte: Ay 71 Note: 15p.; Paper presented at the
National Association of Elementary School Principals

Convention,'Clevelaad. Aoril 17-27, 1971

Descriotoas: Educational Environment/ "Elementary Schools/
Organization/ 'Organizational Climate/ Principals/ School
Administration/ Scaool Attitudes/ School Conaitions/ *School

Environment/ .Schoo, Oaganization/ Schools/ Teacher Attitudes/
Teacher Behavior; Teacners

The school is viewed as a social sytem, composed of human
beings interlocked in a network of social relationships and
posaesing a system of snared orientations which serve as
staaoa-ds for human behavior. Two related concepts are
discussed: (I) pupil control ideology, conceptualized along a
continuum ranging from "custodialism" to 'humanism:" and (2)
orpoizational climate, also arrayed along a continuum from
open to closed. It if hypothesized that schools with open
climates, and te.achers a, J principals serving in relatively
ooen scnools, aill be significantly more humanistic in pupil
cont-ol ideology than schools with closed climates, OP
teaarers and p-incipals serving in closed climates. Two

measurement instruments, the Pupil Control Ideology form (PC1)
and the Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire
(0000) are briefly described. These were used to collect data
on 45 elementary schools in 30 scnool districts. Results

indicate that punlic elementary schools with open climates are
significantly more humanistic in pupil control ideology than
those with closed climates. Also, teachers, but not
prircioale, serving in open schools, were found to be more
humanistic in pupil control ideology than those in closed
schools, (TO
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Preparing Educatia ml

Resolution.

Bailey, Stephen K.

Pu01, Date: 5 Feo

American Educational

MF

Administrators for Conflict

71 Note: 20p.: Paper presented'at
Research Association Annual Meeting

(55tn, New York, New York, February 4-7, 1971)

Available from: Policy Institute, Syracuse University
Research Corporation, 723 University Avenue, Syracuse, New
York 13210

uescriptors: Aoministrator Qualifications/ *Administrator
Responsibility/ *Administrator Role/ Behavior/ *Conflict/
*Conflict Resolutioo/ Oaganilational Change/ Organizational
Climate/ "Speeches

A successful conflict manager in the field of education (1)

15

is aware of the problems faci g the Young, the oppressed, and
the sensitive; (2) is harshly realistic about his own personal
and role limitations; '3) attempts wherever possible to
substitute collective judgments for personal discretion; (4)

possesses the leadership and organizational ability necessary
to deal with crisis-type conflicts that have gone beyond
rational negotiation; and (5) does not become overly
discouraged by frequent defeats. (Author/LLR)
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Diagnosing and Improving the Professional Climate of Your
School. Vol, III,

Fox, Robert S.: And Others

National Training Labs. Inst. for Applied Behavioral
Science, Washington, D.C.

Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education (DHEW), Washington,

D.C. Bureau of Research.

Bureau No.: BR-8-0059

Grant No.: ON-3-8-080059-43(010)

Publ, Date: 70 Note: 194,

Descriptors: Aoministrator Role/ *Inservice Teacher
Education! *organizational Climate/ "Problem Solving/ School
Improvement/ Simulation/ Tape Recordings/ *Teacher
Administrator Relationship/ *Teacher Behavior/ Teacher
Responsibility/ Teacher Pole

This manual is intended to help staff members improve the
professional climate of their school by identifying the

symptoms, diagnosing some of the reasons behind them, and
offering means of improvement. There are two main sections.
The first begins with a description of the orogram, and some
concepts and theories about the school as a social system. The
remaining chapters deal with 1) ho4 can you solve problems to
improve your school; 2) who's responsible for what; 3) what
are our typical ways of doing things; and 4) how do we use one
another's resources? Twenty-six instruments are included for
the implementation of the diagnosis, with discussion and
analysis of the data. The second section deals with methods of
improvement, and includes materials designea to provide the
support needed for inservice training. The program consists of
two separa'a parts: 1) the Simulation and Data Bank Packet,
consisting of real-life data from COPED schools, and 2) the
Problem Solving Packet, which guides faculty members in

diagnosis, Problem definition, and action design for their own
situation. The material can be used with or without an outside
consultant. The Simulation and Data Bank packet may involve
the faculty in one or more brief sessions, while the Problem
Solving Section could stimulate the development of a process
that could extend for an entire year. Optional taped episodes
are available for the simulation sections. (MBM)
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CACRole Conflict and Its Correlates in an Educational Setting,
Final Report,

Calder, Paula Holzman

Columbia Univ., New York, N.Y. Bureau of Applied SocialReseach,

Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education
(DHEW), Washington,

D.C. Bureau of Research.

Bureau No.: BR-7-8159

Grant No.: DEG-1-7-078159-3727

Pool. Date: dun 69 Notp: 67o

Descriptors: Group Dynamics/ Group Norms/ *Interpersonal
Relationship/ *Job -Satisfaction/ Organizational Climate/Principals/ *Role Conflict/ School Organization/ SchoolSystems/ Social Status/ Socioeconomic Background/ Surveys/
*Teacher Administrator Relationship/ Teacher Attitudes/
*Teachers

Data from a sample survey of about 150 teachers and 12
principals are used to explore the relationship between
teacners' organization satisfaction and role dissensus (role
conflict which exists when two or more members of a role-set
have conflicting expectations for the status of a particular
role member), Two types of dissensus are examined:
interposition or teacner-orincipal dissensus; and
intraposition or teacher-teacher dissensus, The types of
satisfaction are Instrumental satisfaction with 'the
vganization (a school system), affective satisfaction with
the organization, and affective

satisfaction with the member's
own unit. It waS nypothesized that there would.be an inverse
relationship for each of three types of

satisfaction and both
intraposition and interposition role dissensus; a second
hypotnesis was that school buildings characterized by high
role dissensus would hare less satis`ied teachers than school
buildings characteri,Jd by low dissensus. For teachers who
valued other teachers as a reference grouP, agreement with
other teachers was colsistent with very high levels of
satisfaction. (M'i
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School Faculty Meetings--An Interaction Analysis.

Crispin, David B.; Peterson, R. Duane

Publ, Date: 69 Note: 6p,1 Repored at the American
Educational Research Association (AERA) Convention, Los

Angeles, California 1969

Uescripto%: *Educational Research/ Elementary School
Teachers/ Group Fehavior/ *Interaction Process Analysis/
Participant Involvement/ *Principals/ Spontaneous Behavior/
*Staff Meetings/ *Teacner Behavior

Identifiers: Detrnit/ Indiana/ Michigan/ Wabash Valley
Two studies were conducted to determine the relationship

between the principal's behavior and the teachers' behaviors
during faculty meetings. The pilot .1,tody (conducted in the
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Wabash Valleyl tested the hypothesis that the more indirect
.(willingly sharing authority with tne teachers, incorporating
tneir ideas) tne principal's behavior is, the more supportive
(willingly cooperative, participating) teachers' behaviors
(behaviors of the individuals) will be, Graduate students
trained in interaction analysis to .90 reliability observed
and recorded data for 30 elementary school faculty meetings,
40 to 50 minutes long, held after school to discuss

"Utilization of TeacherTime." No correlation was found between
principals and teachers' behaviors; teachers were supportive
most of the time, regardless of principals' behaviors. The
second study (conducted in metropolitan Detroit) W35 designed
like the first except for the addition of two hypotheses: (1)
The more indirect the principal's behavior the more supportive
will be the group behavior, (2) Tne more indirect the
principal's benavior the greater will be the amount of

participation on the part of teacners. Statistical analysis of
the data rejected all three hypotheses. It was concluded that
although other research evidence reveals that teachers nave
some strong, negative attitudes regarding faculty meetings.
such attitudes are not apparent from teachers' behaviors
during faculty meetings. (SG)
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An Empirical Analysis of Role Conflict and Multiple

Allegiance Among Selected Vocational Teachers in Oklahoma.

Final Report.

Kaiser, Criarle H.

Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater,

Soonsoring Agency: Office of Education (DHEW), Washington,

D.C.

Bureau No.: 3R-7-G-058

Grant No.: 0EG-1-7-070056-4570

Publ. Date: 15 Jul 68 Note: 165p.

Descriptors: *Administrative Personnel/ Bureaucracy/ High

Schools/ Interaction! Questionnaires/ Role Conflict/ *Role

Perception/ *State Supervisors/ *Teacner Behavior/ teacner

Role/ Teacher Supervision/ Trade and Industrial Teachers/

Vocational Agriculture Teachers/ Vocational Education/

*Vocational Educ.:ion Teachers
'

Identifiers: Oklanou

Role tneory concepts were employed to define substantive

areas of int.ractions between vocational teachers, state

supervisory personnel, and local school administrators, define

potential and actual role conflictJ for vocational teachers

arising from these interactions, and assess the impact of

perceived conflict upon vocational teacher job satisfaction.

Interviews of 20 vocational agriculture teachers, 20 trade and

industrial teachers, 40 school administrators, and 10 state

supervisors were conducted from a stratified random sample of

. 30 high schools. Findings indicated--(1) School administrators

and state supervisors differed in their evaluation of

vocational agriculture teacher behavior more than their

evaltation of trade and industrial teacher behavior, (2)

Vocational agricu'ture teachers and their administrators

differed more in perception of role behavior than trade and

industrial teachers and their administrators, (3) State

supervisors and trade and industrial teachers differed in

evaluating teacher role more than state supervisors and

vocational agriculture teachers, and (4) State supervisory

personnel in general held rigorous expectations for vocational

teacher behavior. The greatest potential area of role conflict

was in differing expectations of teaching behavior by state

supervisors and school administrators. (DM)
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SCHOOLS AS ORGANIZATIONSSOME ILLUSTRATED STRATEGIES FOR

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND PRACTICE.

WILLOWER, DONALD J.

Publ. Date: DEC67 Note: 26P.

Descriptors: *Class Management/ Counselors/ Discipline/

*Elementary School Teachers/ Principals/ School Environment/

*Secondary School Teachers/ Socialization/ *Social Systems/

Status Need/ Student Role/ *Subculture/ Teacher Administrator

Relationship/ Teacher Behavior/ Teacher Education/ Teacher

Role

WHEN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL IS VIEWED AS A SOCIAL SYSTEM, PUPIL

CONTROL IS THE THREAD RUNNING THROUGHOUT SCHOOL CULTURE, THE

PART OF THIS SOCIAL SYSTEM MOST CONCERNED WITH CONTROL AND

EMPHASIZED IN THIS STUDY IS THE TEACHER SUBCULTURE, SINCE

STATUS IN THE TEACHER SUBCULTURE IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO CLASS

CONTROL, PERSONNEL WHO FIND THEIR STATUS MOST THREATENED WILL

PROBABLY BE MOST CONTROL-ORIENTED, A STUDY OF 1,306 EDUCATORS

(468 ELEMENTARY AND 477 SECONDARY TEACHERS, 64 ELEMENTARY AND

97 SECONDARY PRINCIPALS, AND 180 COUNSELORS) SUBSTANTIATES

THIS HYPOTHESIS. ELEMENTARY TEACHERS ARE LESS CONCERNED WITH

CONTROL THAN SECONDARY TEACHERS (SMALLER CHILDREN PRESENT LESS

THREAT To STATUS), PRINCIPALS ARE LESS CONTROL-ORIENTED THAN

TEACHERS (THEIR STATUS IS LESS THREATENED), AND COUNSELORS ARE

LESS RIGID CONCERNING CONTROL THAN TEACHERS (THEIR STATUS IS

NOT THREATENED). RELATED FINDINGS SHOW THAT EDUCATORS WITH

MORE DOGMATIC ATTITUDES EMPHASIZE CONTROL WHILE LONG TIME

TEACHERS ARE MORE CONTROL-ORIENTED THAN TEACHERS RECENTLY

FINISHING PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION. THE CONTROL ORIENTATION OF

PUBLIC SCHOOLS ARISES BECAUCE THEY SERVE UNSELECTED CLIENTS

WHO ARE OFTEN UNWILLING AND UNRESPONSIVE. IF SCHOOLS ARE TO BE

LESS CONTROL ORIENTED, THEY WILL HAVE TO BECOME INCREASINGLY

ATTRACTIVE TO STUDENTS. THIS PAPER WAS PRESENTED IN THE WEST

VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY SOCIAL SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM SERIES

(MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA, DECEMBER 1967). (TT)
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AN LALYSI5 OF THE OPINIONS OF INSTRUCTORS AND SUPERVISORY
PERSONNEL REGARDING CERTAIN INS'lLICTIONAL PROBLEMS IN

COMMUNITY COLLEGES IN THE STATE OF WASHINGTON,

LOUK, EARNEST LAVELLE

Washington State Univ., Pullman.

Publ, Date: 66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS,

Descriptors: Administrative Problems/ *Administrator
Attitudes/ Doctoral Theses/ *Educational Problems/
Instructional Improvement/ Interpersonal Relationship/ *Junior
Coheres/ *Teacher Administrator Relationship/ *Teacher
Attitudes

Identifiers: WASHINGTON

THIS ANALYSIS OF THE OPINIONS OF ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS
ON THE SERIOUSNESS OF VARIOUS INSTACTIONAL PROBLEMS IS
INTENDED TO PROVIDE GUIDES FOR IN-SERVICE TRAINING, THE STUDY
EXAMINES WHICH PROBLEMS THE TEACHERS CONSIDER MOST IMPORTANT
AND WHEVER THE ADMINISTRATORS AGREE, A RATING SCALE FOR SIX
PROBLEM AREAS WAS CONSTRUCTED--(1) INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,
(2) .STUDENT RELATIONS, (3) COURSE CONTENT, (4) ADMINISTRATOR
RELATIONS, (5) TEACHING METHODS, AND (61 RELATIONS WITH OTHER
TEACHERS. TEACHERS At ) ADMINISTRATORS WERE GROUPED BY
POSITION, EDUCATION, EXPEkiENCE, AGE, AND SEX. ALL GROUPS
AGRLD ON THE IlIPORTANCE OF SUITABLE OFFICE SPACE, MOTIVATION
OF STUDENTS, KNOWLEDGE OF TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS, TEACHERS'
PERSONAL STUDIES, INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION, SOUND TESTING, AND
SHARING OF ROOMS AND .EQUIPMENT. STAFF AND ADMINISTRATORS
GENERALLY AGREED ON STUDENT RELATIONS, INSTRUCTIONAL

MATERIALS, COURSE CONTENT, AND TEACHING METHODS, AGREEMENT WAS
LOWEST ON PROBLEMS ON RELATIONS WITH OTHER TEACHERS AND
ADMINISTRATORS, AND HIGEST ON TEACHING METHODS, DESPITE CLOSE
AGREEMENT ON CERTAIN INSTRUCTIONAL PROBLEMS, TEACHERS AND
ADMINISTRATORS MUST COOPERATE MORE IN PLANNING IN-SERVICE
TRA;'-:'', THIS Era. DISSERTATION IS AVAILABLE AS DOCUMENT NO.
66-1 $3.60 (MICROFILM) OE $12.60 (XEROGRAPHIC COPY)
FROM J ViiTY MICROFILMS, INC., 313 NORTH FIRST STREET, ANN

ARBOR, MICHIGAN 49107. (HH)
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AN EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS OF THE ROLES AND ROLE CONFLICTS OF

VOCATIONAL TEACHERS IN OKLAHOMA. FINAL REPORT.
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Descriptors: Administrator Attitudes/ Job Satisfaction/

Literature Reviews/ Parent Attitudes/ iRo1e Conflict/ *Role
Theory/ Student Attitudes/ *Teacher Attitudes/ Teacher
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Identifiers: OKLAISA

THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY WERE TO (1) DEPICT THE ROLE OF
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VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, TRADL AND INDUSTRIAL, DISTRIBUTIVE
EpuCATION, AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS IN OKLAHOMA, (21

ASSESS THE POTENTIAL FOR ROLE CONFLICT ASSOCIATED WITH THEIR

ACTIVITIES, AND (3) OPERATIONALIZE ROLE THEORY AS AN APPROACH

FOR INVESTIGATING EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS. INSTRUMENTS WERE

DEVELOPED FOR ASSESSING THE ATTRIBUTES AND EXTENT OF JOB

SATISFACTION OF VOCATIONAL TEACHERS, THE ACTIVITY COGNITIONS

(WHAT THE TEACHER SAYS HE DOES AND WHAT THE EVALUATORS
PERCEIVE HE ACTUALLY DOES) AND NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS (WHAT
THE TEACHER AND EVALUATORS PERCEIVE HE SHOULD DO) OF THE
TEACHER AND THE AMIPTION OF LEGITIMACY BY THE TEACHERS TO

GROUPS WHICH THEY FEEL HAVE A RIGHT TO HOLD EXPECTATIONS

CONCERNING WHAT VOCATIONAL TEACHERS DO. MATERIAL SECURED BY.
GROUP INTERVIEW SESSIONS FROM OVER 1,500 RESPONDENTS.

INCLUDING APPROXIMATELY 250 VCCAT1ONAL TEACHERS, FROM A

STRATIFIEO RANDOM SAMPLE OF 87 SCHOOLS WAS ANALYZED.

SUBSTANTIAL DIFFERENCES IN ATTRIBUTES BETWEEN TEACHERS IN

DIFFERENT FIELDS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION WERE FOUND. BUT TRADE
AND INDUSTRIAL TEACHERS ESPECIALLY HAD CHARACTERISTICS WHICH
TENDED TO SET THEM APART, JOB SATISFACTION APPEARED TO BE
HIGHEST FOR DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION AND LOWEST FOR TECHNICAL
EDUCATION TEACHERS. SIGNIFICANT DISP,ARITIES EXISTED BETWEEN
THE FOUR T.,YPES OF VOCATIONAL TEACHERS, VOCATIONAL AND

NONVOCATIONAL STUDENTS, PARENTS, COUNSELORS, NONVOCATIONAL
TEACHERS, AND ADMINISTRATORS ON EXPECTATIONS AS TO WHAT THE
TEACHERS DO AND SHOULD DO IN RELATION TO 70 SPECIFIED
ACTIVITIES, ROLE CONFLICT APPEARED TO BE SUBSTANTIAL BUT NOT
EXCESSIVE. THE TEACHERS USUALLY ASCRIBED THE RIGHT TO HOLD
EXPECTATIONS OF THEIR ACTIVITIES TO LOCAL ADMINISTRATORS AND
STATE BOARD PERSONNEL ONLY, THE CONCEPT OF ROLE CAN BE
OPERATIONALIZED, AND THE RESULTS OF STUDIES OF THIS TYPE CAN
BE TRANSLATED INTO MEANINGFUL ACTION, A BIBLIOGRAPHY, SAMPLES
OF THE INSTRUMENTS, AND DATP ARE INCLUDED. (MM)
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of Significance
Identifiers: EAST LANSING
PERSONALITY TRAITS OF TEACHERS

AND PRINCIPALS
ARE EXAMINED

FOR THEIR EFFECTS UPON
TEACHER-ADMINISTRATOR

RELATIONSHIPS,
THE EDWARDS PERSONAL

PREFERENCE
SCHEDULE, THE NATIONAL

PRINCIPALSHIP STUDY, AND THE
ADMINISTRATIVE

PREFERENCE FORM
WERE

ADMINISTERED TO TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS
FROM AN URBAN

SCHOOL DISTRICT IN NICHIGAN.
RESULTS INDICATE

THAT THE NEED
PATTERNS OF TEACHERS AND

PRINCIPALS ARE QUITE
SIMILAR.

FURTHERMORE, THE NEED
PATTERNS OF

MALE ELEMENTARY
TEACHERS,

SECONDARY TEACHERS, AND PRINCIPALS
ARE SIMILAR

TO THOSE OF
THEIR FEMALE

COUNTERPARTS, THE SAME DATA
INDICATED .THEINVALIDITY OF THE THEORY

OF COMPLEMENTARY
NEEDS. (HM)
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FOR
PRINCIPALS,

THERE WAS A 'TYPICAL"
REACTION. RESULTS WERE

INTERPRETED AS
SHOWING THAT

TEACHERS WERE
CONCERNED WITH THE

CLASSROOM, BUT PRINCIPALS WITH THE
ENTIRE SCHOOL. THE LARGE

GAP BETWEEN THE TWO CROUPS
SUGGESTED THE NEED FOR MORE

RESEARCH ON THE SCHOOL
AS AN

ORGANIZATIONAL ENTITY AND FOR
DEVOTING

INSERVIOE TRAINING TO
ORGANIZATIONAL

DEVELOPMENT.
THIS ARTICLE WAS

PUBLISHED IN
"ACMINISTRATORS NOTEBOOK,"

VOLUME 15,
NUMBER 3,

NOVEMBER 1966,
AND IS ALSO

AVAILABLE FROM
MIDWEST

ADMINISTRATION
CENTER, 5835

KIMBARK AVENUE,
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
60637, FOR

$0.25. (RR)
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Ident fiers: CHICAGO
THE EFFECTS OF FACULTY MEETINGS ON

TEACHER MORALE WEREINVESTIGATED VIA A SIX-ITEM
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDED TO BY 40ELEMENTARY AND 49

SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
ENROLLED IN GROUPDYNAMICS WORK AT ONE

UNIVERSITY AND BY 74
ELEMENTARY ANDSECCNOARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS

SELECTED AT RANDOM
FROM A STATEEDUCATIONAL

DIRECTORY. RESPONSES WERE ON A NINE-STEP,NEGATIVE-TO-POSITIVE SCALE TO
SUCH QUESTIONS AS (1) WHAT IS

YOUR REACTION TO FACULTY
MEETINGS, (2) DO YOU FEEL

FREE,TO
EXPRESS YOURSELF, AND (3) WHAT

DO YOU THINK
OF OTHER

FACULT1,,
MEMBEPS, TEACHERS' RESPONSES WERE MAINLY IN THE

NEGATIVE TONEUTRAL RANGE, WHILE
PRINCIPALS RESPONSES TENDED TO BEPOSITIVE.

DIFFERENC6S BETWEEN THE RESPONSES
OF TEACHERS AND OFPRINCIPALS WERE

STATISTICALLY
SIGNIFICANT. ALSO, ON FOUR OF

THE SIX
ITEMS, TEACHERS'

RESPONSES WERE
MORE VARIABLE,

WHEREAS
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This document describes the processes and procedures used by
the University of Georgia Project R.0.!.i.E. (Results Oriented
Management in Education) assessment staff during 1974-75 to
produce the following products: (1 ) Performance indicators of
public school principal competencies initially developed
during the 1973-74 project year, (2) a report of tne results
of a statewide survey utilizing practicing school principal
judgments to develop a set of high-priority competency
indicators, ano (3) a report of the mesulr9 of field testing
the Georgia Principal Assessment to vaidate high
priority administrator competencies ancl performance ir.Jicators

against meaningful school outcome measures. ThF' ca4plete
Project Report comprises three vaalumes. This L'st lume
contains a description of research aro deveicpment activiities

related to the above-mentioned or000cts. The second volume
contains data appendi.es to thE rew.t. A third volume
contains copies of all the instrumentation utilized in held
testing. (Author)

ED116279 EA007759
liF1HC

Task and Employee Oriented Styles 0 Behavior in Selected

Minnesota School Administrators.

Duncan, F. Martin

Publ. Date: Aug 75 Note: 73p.; Thesis sulamitIO in partial
fulfillment cf the requirements for the Specialist degree at
Mankato State university

Uescriptors: Administrative Personnel/ *Administrator
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Attitudes/ Administrator Chara:teristics/ Bibliographies/ 'Atte
Analysis/ Educational Administration/ Elementary Secondary
Education/ *Leadership Styles/ ,Occupational Surveys/ Tables

(Data)/ 'Teacher Administrator Relationship/ *Teacher Morale
loentifiers: Minnesota

This study investigates the effect of different leadership
styles on the group morale of school employees. The author
bases his analysis on data collected from 304 randomly
selected Minnesota school ditrict administrators.
Administrators were classified as either task-oriented or
employee-oriented, according to their responses an the Least
Preferred Cowo-ker scale, a 16-item semantic differential
scale. Employee group morale was rated by subjects on the
10-item Group Atmosphere scale, Analysis of the data showed a
significant difference in group atmosphere between employees
under task-oriented administrators and employees under
employee-oriented administrators. In addition, administntor
orientation appeared to change with increasing years of
administrative experience; employee-oriented elementary
principals had significantly more years administrative
experience and more years in their current position than did
task-oriented elementary principals. (Author/4)
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Selected

Variables of
Teacners and Their

Perception of Male

and of Female
Principals.

Null, E,don
J.: Spence,

Be.ty A.Publ. Date: 28 Feb 73
Note: 15p.; Paper

presented at the

AnNaal
Meeting of the

American
Educational

Research
Association

i5ilth, New
Orleans,

Louisiana, February 1973)

Identifiers:
*MachiavellianismThe

purpose of this
research was to explore

the
relationships

between
Mnchiavellian

orientations of elementary

and
secondary

schocl
principals and

aspects of
teacher-principal

relations. Data were
collected

from faculty
members and

principals in 40
elementary and 40

secondary

schools in New
Jersey. A. set of

hypotheses and
research

questions was
tested using

analysis of
variance and

correlational
techniques. The

Machiavellian
orientation of

principals was not
significantly related to the

prinicpal's
behavior in terms of

initiating
structure,

consideration,
authoritarianism,

emotional
detachment; nor was it

related to

openness (or
closedness) of school

climate,
teacher loyalty to

the
principal,

teacher
loyalty to tne

school, or teachers'
rating of the

effectiveness of the
principal.

Waahiavellianism

of prin6pals,
however,

was found to be
significantly related

to
job mobility.

Contrary to the
findings of the

experimental
research on

Machiavellianism, the
expected

relationships

oetween
Machiavellian

orientations of
principals and

teacher-principal
interactions

were generally
not found in the

school
setting. (Autn0r)

Descriptors:
*Elementary

Schools/
Females/

*Individual
Charecteristics/ Males/

*Principals/
Sex Differences/

Teacner
Administrator

Relationsnip/ *Teacner
Attitudes

The purpose of the
research

reported in this paper was to

investigate
certa n

personal
variables of

elementary school
teachers,

including aex,
which mignt be related to the

perception of male
and female

principals. It was
assumed that

tne
research

woulo provide
furtner

information
conerning the

evaluation by
teachers of the leader

behavior of their
respective

principals. Two
instruments were used in the

data-gathering phase of
the research:

(a) a short
personalized

personnel
data inventory,

utilized to gather
information about

the sex,
age, marital

status, and number
of years

experience

of each
respondent, ,nd (b)

the Leader
Behavior

Description
Questionnaire-Form XII, employed

to measure
the.perception by

each
teacher of

the dimensions
of leader

behavior of his or

her
principal. The sample

utilized in
tne research

consisted

of
full-time

teaching
Personnel from 16

elementary schools

located in a large,
metropolitan school

system. These
schools

were selected
because each

contained
teachers of both sexes,

of
different ages, of

various years of
expenience, and of

different marital
situatins. Two-way

analyses of
variance were

utilized in the
examination of the data

produced by the
questionnaires, and no

post-hoc
procedureS were uSed

Since all
independent

variables were
dichotomized.

(Results and
discussion are included

in the
text.) (JA)

ED095639 EA00631

s & NC
Machiavelllanism in tne School Setting:

Teacher-Principal
Relations, Final Report.
Hoy, Wayne K.; And

Others
Rutga,s, Th, State Univ., New

Brunswick, N.J. Graduate
School of

Education.

Sponsoring
Agency: National

Center for
Educational Researcn

and Development
(DHEA/OE),

Washington, D.C.
Regional Research

Program.

Bureau No,:
BR-21-090-FR

Grant No.:
0EG-2-2-23090

Publ. Date:
SeP 73

Note: 1200.
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The
Measurement of

Principal Rule
Administration Behavior

and Its
Relationship

to Educational
Leadership.Lutz, Frank

A.; Caldwell,
William E.Publ.

Date: Apr 74
Note; 14p.;

Paper
presented at

American
Educational

Research
Association Annual eting (59th,

Chicago,
Illinois, April 1974)

uescriptors:
Admillsarative

Principles/
*Administrator

Attitudes/
*AdministraWr Role/

*AuthoritarianiSm/
Educational

Research/
Elementary Schools/

Interpersonal
.Relationship/

Oceupational Mobiliky/
Oeganizational Climate/

Polities/ Power
Structure/

*Principals/
Secondary

Schools/
*Teacher

Administrator
Relationship/ Teacher

Att.tddes

uescriptors:
*tiehavior

Theories/
*Educational

Research/

Factoe
Analysis/

'Leadership Styles/
*Organizational

Climate/
*Principals/

School
Environment/

Teacher
Administrator

Relationship/ Teacher
Attitudes

Identifiers: *Rule
Administration BehaviorThe

theoretical and
operatioaal

relevance of the school
principal's rule

administrative
behavior is

described. Lutz

and Evans
(1968)

conducted field
studies in

six schools to
determine if the types of r le

administration
identified by

Gouldner
(1954) had

similar
effects in

education.
Buttman-type

Scales were
developed and

utilized to
determine the

relationship
between

the principal's
rule

administration and

his
leadeeshiP (Lutz and McDaniel,

1972
and Caldwell

and
Spaulding,

1972). Data On all principals
were

factor-analyzed.

The factors
proved both

strong and
mutually

exclusive. Scales

were used
to determine

relationships between
organizational

variables.
(Authors)
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A Study Investieati,g the Differential Effects of Feedback
in Producing Cnanges in Principals Behavior as Perceived by
Teachers,

Bojarski, Ronald H.

Puol. Date: 74 Note: 109p.; Pn,D. Dissertation, University
of Maryland

Descriptors: Administrator Attitudes/ Administrator
Characteristics/ *Behavior Change/ Bibliographies/ Catholic
Schools/ *Educational Research/ Elementary Schools/ *Feedback/
*Principals/ Questionnaires/ *Reinforcement/ Tables (Data)/
Teacher Attitudes

This study proposed that differential feedback affects
change in principal: behavior as perceived by .teachers. The
population for the study consisted of 189 elementary schools
of tne Cleveland Catholie School

System from which was drawn a

sample of 40 ienools. In addition to the general question
posed, tnree more specific questions wire asked: (1) Did the
frequency of feedback affect

the degree or amount of change in
principals' hehavior? (2) Did tne quality (positive or
negativ ) of feecback affect the degree or amount of change in

principals' behavior? (3) What was thP interaction between the
frequency and the quality of feedback? Findings indicate that
feedback does affect principals' benovior as .erceived by
teachers. In 'all instances, with the exception of "positive
only' feedback of task assistance, there were either
differences or changessin the principals' behaviors which were
in excess of differences or changes in tne control group.

Negative weekly feedback, ir the absence of positive feedback,
is tre most effective means of producing change in principals'

behavior as perceived by teachers. (Author/WM)

ED00663 EACh114
KFIK

Relationsnlp Between Perceived Supervisor Style and Teacher
Attitudes.

Sanders, John; Merritt, Daniel L.

tite: Apr 74 Note: 13p.; PapeP Presented et American
Edeeational Researcn Association Annual Meeting (59th,

Cricago, Illinois, April 1974)

UescripLors: 'Cnange Steagles/ *Interpersonal
Relationship

*Preservice Education/ *Supervisory Methods/ Teacher
Administrator Relationsh,p/ *Teacher Attitudes/ Teacher
Supervision

Lewin's field theory wg used es tne basis of an
investigation into the influence of the servisor in

educution. Tne focus of the siAy was the relationship between
teacher perceptions of foer kinds of supervisory styles and

59
selected teacher attitudes. Preservice teachers.were asked to
classify their Supervisor's oehavioral style. Teacher
attitudes toward educational practices and attitudes toward

teaching were related tO supervisory style. Tne data indicated
that theacriers' perceptions of supervisors' behavioral styles

38

are related to attitudes neld by teachers. The results also

suggest that there are some basic diffeeences in attitudes and
that they :hange over time. The implications for sLpervisors
and teachers are discussed. A short bibliography is provided.

(Author)
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The Effect of the Senior High Scnool Princiral's Rule
Administration Benavior on Staff Militancy and Leadership
Perception,

Caldwell, William E.; Spaulding, H. Dole
Publ. Date: Mar 73 Note: 12p,; Paper presented at American

Educational Research Association Annual Meeting (58th, New

Orleans, Louisiana, February 25-March 1. 19731

Uescriptors: Aoministrator Characteristics/ Administrator
Evaluation/ *Administrator Role/ *High Schools/ Leadership/
Leadership Qualities/ *Principals/ School Administration/
Speeches/ *Teacher Adminis'rator Relationsnip/ Teacher

Attitudes/ *Teacher Militancy

Identifiers: Administrator Behavior

The central concern of the research reported in this speech
was to investigate the relationsnips between the manner in

which a senior hign school principal administers rules and the

teachers' perceptions of the principal's leadership, and staff
militancy. The authors first discuss the conceptual framework
for the study ano then present the four hypotheses which were

developed and tested: that principals with high representative
rule administration behavior will have a staff with low

militancy and will be perceived as having high leadership, and

that principals with high punishment-cente 'd rule
administration behavior will have a 'etaff with hign militanCy
and will be perceived as having ley, leadership, The sample

consisted of 15 senior high scrool teachers from each uf 24
high schools. The presentation includes descriptions of the

instruments used to meature militancy, leadership, and rule

administration; tne design of the hypotheses tested; and the
test results. The document concludes with a discussion of the
results and their imelications, and makes recommendations to

high school principals for rule administration, (Author/ON)
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A Sudy o: Principal Leader Behavior and 'Contrasting
Organizational Environments,

Feitler, Fred C.

Publ. Date: Apr 72 Note: 15p.; Paper
presented at American

Educational Research Association Annual Meeting (57th1Chicago, Illinois, April 3-7. 19791

uescriptors: Administrator Pole/ Democratic Values/Elementary Scnools/ Job Satisfaction/ *Leadership Styles/*Leadership Trainin gl Literature Reviews/ MeasurementInstruments/
*Organizational Climate/ *Principals/

Speeches/*Teacher Administrator
Relationship/ Teacher Attitudes/Typology

'his study examined existing relationships between theleader behaviors of elementary scho.I principals and theorganizational processes of their Schools.
T-tests were usedto determine significant

relationsnips between leaderbehaviors
(measured by the Leader Behavior Description

Questionnaire-Form XII) and contrasting school typologies(described by the Profile of a School
instrument.) The samplewas corposed of 23 schools and 412 teachers. Four leaderbehaviors tolerance of freedom,

consideration, integretion,and toler,nce of
uncertaint, -- were found to be

significantlyhigher for scnools having participative group organizationalprocesses than for schools described as having moreauthoritative processes. Implications for organizationdevelopment and research are
discussed. (Author)

E0062679 EA004039

Mf&titCan Women Function as Successfully as Men in the Role ofElementary Principal? Research Reports in EducationalAdministration, Vol. II, No. 4.

Mickish, Ginny

Cuioracio Univ.,
Boulder. Bureau of

Educational ,Research.
Report No.: BER-RR-4

PeOl. Date: lAn 71 Note: 20p.
Available from: lesearch Reports," Bureau of EducationalResearch, Hellems Annex 1511 School of Education,

Univ. ofColorado, BoOder 8030: iS1.50 eachl
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ED054516 EA003515

1,1f6HCTypes of Elementary School
Principal-Leaders: A 0-FactorAnalysis.

Ignatovich, Frederick R.

Publ. Date: 6 Feb 71 Note: 47p.; Paper presented atAmerican
Educational Research Association Annual Meeting(55th, New York, New York,

February 4-7, 1971

Uescriptors: *Administrator
Qualifications/ Bibliographies/Democratic Values/ Educational Administration/ *ElementarySchools/ Feminism/

Leadership Qualities/
Literature Reviews/Parent Attitudes/ Plnoipals/ Problem Solving/ *Sex

Discrimination/ Teacher ACzinistrator
Relationship/ TeacherAttitudes/ 'Working Women

Wnereas female elementney
princioals represent

only about 31percent of the elementary principals n the nation,
femaleteachers recresent 88 percent of el, elementary schoolteachers, This document

reviews the liteee4ire
on male-female

differences in the leelership and management roles of the
elementary Principals: P. (Author/MLF)

Oescriptors: Elementary Schools/ ,,ector Analysis/Horizontal
Organization/ Leadership/ *Leadership Styles/Methods/ Organization/

*Organizational
Climate/ *Principals/ 0Sort/ Taxonomy/ Teacher Administrator
Relationship/ TeacherBehavior/ Vertical

Organization

Identifiers: Leader Behavior Description
Questionnaire/Organizational

Climate Description
Questionnaire

This research
project attempted to (1) identify

leader typesfrom teacher descriptions of the leadership benaviors ofelementary school, principals and (2) study
the effects of theleadership types on the organizational

behavior of teachers,Teacher responses from 99 Iowa elementary
schools revealedthree basic principal

leadership types. Using both the 0-sortand analysis of variance techniques,
factor analysis of theitem description pattern for each type suggested the followinglabels: Type

ITolerant-Integrator; Type
II--Intolerant-Stru-cturalis',: and Type

IIITolerant-Interloper, Under Type Iprincipals, teacher behaviors of
disengagement and hindrancewere lower, esprit

was higher, and
congruence between teachersand principals was greater. Principal type was found to beunrelated to both school staff size and organizationalintimacy, (RA)
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Teacher-Centered Management Style of Public

Principals and Job Satisfaction of Teachers,

Chung, %,i-Suck

Publ. Date: 6 Mar 70 Note: 24p.; PaPer presented at
American Educational Research Association Annual Meeting
(Minneapolis, Minnesota, Marcn 2-6. 19701

HF 1 CC

School

Uescr.ptors: *JO Satisfaction/ *Leadership Styles/
*Management/ Organization/ Participant Involvement/
*Principals/ Professional Recognition/ Public Schools/ Social
Systems/ *Teacher Administrator Relationship/ Teacher
Supervision

A concept of teacher-centered management was proposed as a
style of leadership behavior for school administrators to
red.Jce the inccmpatibility between social/psycho)ogical needs
of teachers and monocratic/bureaucratic management patterns in
educational organizations. Data obtained from self-report
questionnaires distributed to teachers in 21 public schools in

southeastern Michigan demonstrated that a high

teacher-centered management style of leadership behavior by
public school princiv.ls--as perceived by teachers--and high
job satisfaction of teacners are significantly related.

Teacher-centered administrative management style is

characterized by teachers as (1) much sharing in decision
making, (2) less close teacher supervision, (3) high

administrative sjpport of teachers professional growth, (4)
strong personal relationships, and (5) accessible

relationships. The ccncept is supported as a useful approach

to improving interpersonal relationships in educational

organizations. (Author)
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Tne Effects of Laboratory Training on Elementary School

Principals: An Evaluation.

Thomas, Terry

Oregon School atudy Council, Eugene.

Report No.: Bull-Vol-13-No-2

Publ. Date: Oct 69 Note: 480.

Avail. ble f,om: College of Education,

Eudene, Oregon (51.501

University of Oregon,

Descriptors: *Benavior Change/ Bibliographies/ Communication

(Thought Transfer)/ Decision Making/ *Elementary Schools/

*Laboratory Training/ *Leadership Training/ Morale/

Organizational Climate/ *Principals/ Questionnaires/ Staff

Improvement/ Teacher Administrator Relati:diaship/ Training

Techniques

This study was designed to examine the job-related

interpersonal behavior changes of elementary school principals

as a result of laboratory training. A before-and-after

control-group desian was used to determine if the principals

who participated in the laboratory training experience changed

their behavior in working with the:r staffr end if the
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socioemotional climate of their elementary schools changed
subsequent to darticipation. The experimental group showed
more change toward (1) being considerate to the individual
needs of the staff, (2) use of tact, (3) a more collaborative
approaCh to decision-making, and (4) increased leadership for
improving staff performances. The staff of the
experimental-group principals showed more change toward higher
group morale, and their schools changed toward more open

organizational climates. (DE)
.

ED031510 TE500561

The Threatened Teacher Syndrome.

Sherr, Paul C.

Association of Departments of English, New York, N.Y.
Pubi. Date: Mav 69 Note: 6o.

If &CC

uescriptors: ,dministrative Problems/ Administrator Role/
College Administration/ *College Teachers/ *Department
Directors (School)/ Effective Teaching/ Grading/ *Problem
Solving/ Student Attitudes/ Student Opinion/ *Student Problems
/ Student leaction/ Student Teacher Relationship/ *Teacher
Administrator Relationship/ Teacher Behavior/ Teacher
Evaluation/ Teacher Responsibility/ Teacher Supervision

A discussion of suggested techniques to be used by college
department chairmen in handling teacher problems that develop
annually during the second week of the semester, just before
the release of the mid-semester graces, and prior to and
following the final grading period, treats a number of real or
imagined difficulties involving students in the classroom and
grading disagreements with students, their parents, and other
departments. (AF)
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THE SCHOOL PERSONNEL mDMINISTRATOR.

MOORE, HAROLD E.

Arizona Stata Univ., Tempe. Bureau uf Educational Research

and Services.

Report No.: R-SERVICE-BULL-24

Puol. Date: JAN68

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS.

Descriptors: *Administrator Role/ Collective Negotiation/

Cost Effectiveness/ Educational Trends/ Inservice Programs/

Morale/ Personnel Data/ !Personnel Directors/ *Personnel

Policy/ Personnel Selection/ Research/ 'Schools/ *Teacher

Employment

Identifiers: (AASNWERICAN ASSN. SCH, PERSONNEL AD/

*SCHOOL PERSONNEL DIRt,JORS

FROM BOTH PRESENT AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES, TWO PAPERS

ATTEMPT TO ASSESS AND ("EDICT THE CH"NGING ROLE OF THE PUBLIC

SCHOOL PERSONNE ADMINISTRATOR OR DIRECTOR. THE ROLE IS

DEFINED AS IT RELATES BOTH TO THE MORE TRADITIONAL

RESPONSIBILITIES OF A GENERALIST AND TO THE MORE SPECIALIZED

RESPONSIBILITIrS OF AN EXPERT. FUNCTIONS OF THE POSITION ARE

IDENTIF.Et FRuM A REV1Ew OF THE LITERATURE AND FROM AN

EVALUATION OF THE PERSONNEL ADMNSTRATOR'S STATUS, HIS

GENERAL STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES, AND HIS ASSIGNMENTS OF

STAFFING THE SCHOOLS, PARTICIPATING IN COLLECTIVE NEGOTIATIONS

'INVOLVING SCHOOL PERSONNEL, AND MAINTAINING OP. INCREASING HIS

PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE. PROJECTIONS OF THE POSITION INCLUDE

ITS DEVELOPMENT FOR MAXIMUM EFFECTIVENESS, CONSIDERING SUCH

FACTORS AS POPULATION GROWTH, COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION A$ AN

EDUCATIONAL TOOL, CHANGES IN THE TEACHER ROLE, AND BETTER AND

MORE EXTENSIVE PERSONNEL DATA. THIS DOCUMENT IS AVAILABLE FROM

THE BIEAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND SERVICES, ARIZONA $iATE

UNIVERSITY, TEMPE, ARIZONA 85281, FOR $1.50, (JK)

ED016300 24 EAC01115 MFOIC

THE JOB AND CAREER SATISFACTION OF MEN SCHOOL PRINCIPALS.

NATIONAL PRINCIPALSHIP STUDY SERIES, MONOGRAPH S. FINAL

REPORT.

GROSS, NEAL : NAPIDR, DAVID A.

Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass. Graduate School of

Educatior

Report No.: BR-5-1053-CRP-2536

Contract No.: OEC-5-1053-2-12-1

Publ, Date: JUN67 Note: 341P.

Descriptors: *Administrator Characteristics/ *Career Choice/

Factor Analysis/ Interpersonal Relationship/ *Job Satisfaction

/ Males/ *Principals/ *Psychological Needs/ .Rewards/ Role

Theory/ Teacher Administrator Relationship

Identifiers: CAMBRIDGE

FROM A NATIONAL CROSS-sECTION OF 382 MALE PRINCIPALS IN

AMERICAN CITIES WITH A 1960-1961 POPULATION OF 50,000 OR OVER,

INTERVIEW AND RELATED DATA WERE OBTAINED TO INVESTIGATE

POSSIBLE DETERMINANTS OF IJS OR INTRINSIC JOB SATISFACTION

(DEGREE OF GRATIFICATION DERIVED FROM PERFORMING MANAGERIAL
TASKS) AND CS OR CAREER SATISFACTION (DEGREE OF GRATIFICATION
DERIVED FRL I HAVING CHOSEN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AS A

CAREER). EMPIRICAL FINDINGS OF THE IJS STUDY PROVIDED SUPPORT
FOR 16 CORR'LATIVE HYPOTHESES, BASED ON FOUR ASSUMPTIONS--(11
TWO MAJOR PREPOTENT PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS OF MANAGERIAL
PERSONNEL ARE THE NEEDS FOR AUTONOMY AND FOR

EELF-ACTUALIZATION. (2) IJS IS PRDIARILY A FUNCTION OF THE
DEGREE TO WHICH MANAGERS ARE ABLE TO GRATIFY THESE NEEDS
THROUGH THEIR ROLE PERFORMANCE, (3) ROLE PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERIZED BY INDEPENDENCE OF ACTION, CREATIVITY, TASK
ACCOMPLISHMENT, AND CONSISTENCY HAS SPECIAL IMPORTANCE FOR
SATIATING THESE PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS, AND (4) FROM THESE
ASSUMPTIONS IJS MAY BE REGARDED AS A FUNCTION OF CONDITIONS

SERVING 10 INCREASE OR DECREASE THE LIKELIHOOD THAT PRINCIPALS
WILL EXHIBIT THESE KINDS OF ROLE PERFORMANCE, TWO CS

HPOTHESES RECEIVED EMPIRICAL SUPPORT, BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION
THAT VARIATION IN CAREER SATISFACTION AMONG PRINCIPALS IS
EXPLAINED BY THEIR DIFFERENTIAL GRATIFICATION WITH THE
EXTRINSIC REWARDS OF THEIR POSITION. TWELVE CS HYPOTHESES
RECEIVED EMPIRICAL SUPPORT, BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT

CAREER SATISFACTION IS EXPLAINED BY THE DIFFERENTIAL INTRINSIC

REWARDS PRINCIPALS DERIVE FROM THEIR WORK. A RELATED DOCUMENT.

EA 001 139, IS THE SIXTH PHASE OF THIS STUDY. (JK)
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ROLE i3ONFLICTS OF SCHOOL PRINCIPALS.
GROSS, NEAL ; AND OTHERS
Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass. Graduate School ofEducation.
Report No.: CRP-853-4
Contract No.: DEC-SAE-8702
Publ. Date: 65 Note: 181P.

Descriptors: Administrator Attitudes/ *Behavior/ CognitiveProcesses/ Parent Attitudes/ *Principals/ Public Education/*Role Playing/ *School Administration/ Sociology/ StudentAttitudes/ Teacher 'ttitudes/ Urban Schools
Identifiers: CAMBRIDGE/ MASSACHUSETTS/ -ROLE CONFLICTSTHE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY WAS TO ISOLATE THE ROLE CONFLICTSTO WHICH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS ARE EXPOSC_D, THE METHODS USED TORESOLVE THEM, AND THE FREQUENCY WITH WHICH THEY OCCUR. THESOCIAL MATRIX OF ROLE CONFLICT IS BASED ON DIFFERINGEXPECTATICNS OF COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR INTERPRETATIONS. THUS, WHENPARENTS, STUDENTS, TEACHERS, OTHER ADMINISTRATORS, AND OTHERSWITH WHOM THE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL WORKS AND ASSOCIATES HOLDCONFLICTING EXPECTATIONS FOR THE PRINCIPAL'S BEHAVIOR, HEWOULD BE CONFRONTED WI:H A SITUATION OF ROLE CONFLICT. THEDATA CONSISTED PRIMARILY JF OVER 500 INDIVIDUAL PRINCIPALREPORTS OF THE CONFLICTS THEY EXPERIENCED AND OF THEIR GENERALSCHOOL SITUATIONS. THIS REPORT REPRESENTS THE LAST OF FOURMONOCRAPHS 1HAT PRESENTED THE FINDINGS OF THE NATIONALPRINCIPALSHIP STUDY, "A COMPREHENSIVE INVESTIGATION OF THEROLE OF SCHOOL PRINCIPALS IN PUBLIC EDUCATION." THREE SPECIFICSETS OF COUNTER-POSITIONS WERE INVESTIGATED--(1) TEACHERS ANDPARENTS, (2) TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS, AND (3) TEACHERS

VERSUS OTHER TEACHERS. EXPOSURE TO TEACHER-PARENT CONFLICT WASMOST FREQUENTLY REPORTED BY THE PRINCIPAIS, AND SECONDARYSCHOOL PRINCIPALS SHOWED MORE EXPOSURE TO CONFLICTS FOR ALLSETS OF COUNTER-POSITIONS 'HAN ELEMENTARY' PRINCIPALS. MENPRINCIPALS WIRE FOUND TO BE MORE FREDUENTLY EXPOSED TO ROLECONFLICT THAN wOMEN IN THIS AREA. CONFLICT ALSO TENDED TODECREASE THE AMOUNT OF JOB SATISFACTION AND TO INCREASEOCCUPATIONAL WORRIES FOR BOTH SEXES. THE FINDINGS OF THISSTUDY INDICATED THE NEED FOR FURTHER SYS'CEMATIO EXAMINATIONSOF THE DETERMINANTS 'tN0 EFFECTS OF ROLE CONFLICTS FOR ALLORGANIZATIONS. (UH)
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Administrative Leadership in a Sample of Successful Schools

from the National Evaluation of the Emergency School Aid Act,

Marcus, Alfred C.; And Others

System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.

Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education (DHEW), Washington,
D.C.

Contract No.: DEC-0-73-0831; DEC-0-73-6336

Publ. Date: Apr 76 Note: 37p.; Pacer presented at the
Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research
Association (San Francisco, California, April 19-23, 1976)

Descriptors: *Acni,vement Liains/ *Administrator Role/

*

Elementary Educatio4 Elementary School Mathematics/
*Leadership Styles/ Organizational Climate/ Principalq
Reading Acnievement/ `'..hool Surveys' Tables (Data)/ *Teacher

Administrator Re Itionsnip/ Teacher Attitudes

Identifiers: Emergency School Aid Act

In conjunction witn a national evaluation of the Emergency
School Aid Act, an indepth analysis of 24 selected elementary
schools was conducted. Data for the study were collected in

1974-75 through observation of cl,,asroom behavior, through

interviews with school principals, and through

elf-administered questionnaires completed by the teachers and

principal in each sChool. This report examines 'the

relationship between administrative leadership and schools'

success in raising achievement, Analysis of the survey data
showed that schools in which principals emphasized the

importance of selecting basic instructional materials and r8cle
more of the decisions in the instructiOnal area were ,,oe
likely to show achievement gains in the subject areas of

reading and matnemeics during 1974-75. (Author/JO)

ED123786 g5 EA008322
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Supervision as Administration: The Control Structure of the

School.

Packard, John S.

Sponsoring Agency: National Inst. of Education (DHEW),

Washington, D.C.

, Publ. late: Apr 76 Note: 13P.;

Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research

Association (San Francisco, California, April 19-23, 1976)
Available from: Center for Educational Policy and

Management, 1472 Kincaid Street, Eugene, Oregon 97403

Paper presented at tne

Descriptors: Classroom Research/ Conventional Instruct'on/

*Decision Makin g/ Elementary Education/ *Elementary Schools/

*Elementary School Supervisors/ *Elementary School Teachers/

Instruction/ Organizational Theories/ Principals/ School

Supervision/ Supervisory Activities/ leacher Admihistret0r

Relationship/ Teacher Behavior/ /earn Teaching

This report focuses on some key varieties of decisions

governinr instructional affairs in public elementary schools.
Twenty-nine elementary schools, 16 of which utilized team
teaching atJ 13 of which e4ploed

conventional instruotion,
composed the sample in this study. The control structure
interview is used as one of the key data collection methods.
The findings indicate

that more than half of the instructional
decisions were made by individual classroom teachers. In the
schools utilizing team teaching, a substantial proportion of
decisions were made by the teacher work group. In the schools
without teams, a substantial number of instructional decisions
were made by persons outside the school. It was found tnat
elementary principals rarely collaoorated with individual
teachers in deciding on instructional activities, Instead.
Principals participated more frequently with other nonteachers
and teacher groups and made unilateral decisions. Supervision
of instruction by administrators seems, for all practical

Purposes, to be minimal. These findings challenge current
concepts of school supervision. (Author/DS)

ED120966 EA008129

The Principal and Student Achievement,

Matthews, Kenneth M.

Publ, Date: 76 Note; lip.

!if

Descriptors: *Academic Achievement/ *Administrator Role/
Change Strategies/ Educational Improvement/ Educational
Research/ Elementary Secondary Education/ *Models/ *Principals
/ Student Motivation/ *Teacher Administrator Relationship/
Teacher Motivation

Before planning leadership strateciies for improving student
achievement, principals need to identif.! the factors that
affect achievement and determine how they affect it. Model 1

Shows that strategies to improve student achievement should
consider four key factors: (1) students' inherited capacity to
learn, (2) students' learping experiences, (3) students'
desire to ach eve in school, and i4) students' self-concepts
of their academic abilities. Principals' efforts to influence
teachers to iii.prove student achwlment should be directed at
essentially these same variable factors, Studies show that

teachePs' perceptions of the value principals place on student
achievement affects teachers' efforts to improve student
acnievement. Model 2 shows that the principal will be most
effective in motivating teachers to stress student ,achievement
when teachers have positive attitudes toward the'principal and
believe he values achievem,nt highly, A similar relationship
may hold for teachers' effiztiveness in motivating students.
Model 3 inte4rates the relationshids shown in models 1 and 2
to illustrate now principals may affect student achievement by
focusing their reources on key variables, (Author/OG)
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Failuies of Communication in tne Evaluation of Teachers by
Principals. Technical Peport No, 43.

Thompson, June E.; Aee: ?ithers

Stanford Oniv,, Ce,iif. Stanford Center for Research and
Development in )eachirig.

Sponsorieg Aepency National Inst. of Education (DHEW),
Washington, D

Report No.; TR-43

Contract No.: NE-C-00-3-0062

Publ. Date: Apr 75 Note: 27D,

Descriptors: 'Coemunicatioe (Thought Transfer)/ Elementary

Secondary Education/ Evaluation
Criteria/ 'Evaluation Methods/

Organization/ 'Principals/ Statistical Analysis/ Teacher
Attitudes/ Teacher Behavior/ *Teache: Evaluation/ *Teacher
Improv,men;

Thie pac er. deeerloes how the evaluation of teachers by
prine' ial, ii, hampered by difficulties in communication, The
111 teacher, aed 33 principals questioned

did not agree on how
much teachers knee about the way they were evaluated. Nor did
they agree on the frequesey of evaluations; the teachers
reported lese frequent eyilue'cien thee the principals believed
they communicated. The Isar the treooncy of communicated
evaluations rePorted by teechees, the, mo,e dissatisfied were
the teacners and the 'ess helpful 4ve the eeoluatiors in
improving the qualiLy of thele teaching. TWG ,Lchools were
selected f.ee eere intensiee examieation. They differed
dramatically in the frequency of evaluation by principals, and
the petto A of finoings in the twc natural settings strongly
sup6ortn the results of the statistical analysis of the
lareer sample. The current vry low "i'requency of teacher

evaluations in many scnools is not providing adequate guianee
for teachees. en increase in t'ie feeeuency of evaluation would

increase teacher satisfaction, increase the teachers' belief
that evaluations can provice helpful guidance, and decrease
the teachers' sense of threat to their professinne autonomy.
(Author)

ED10402B EA006977
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Hoe Seccessfsl Is Performance Evaluation?
Gray, Frane

Puol. Date: 22 Feb 75 Note: 7p,; Paper presented at the
Annual Convention of the American Association of School

Administrators (107th. Dallas. Texaa. February 21-24, 1975)

Descriptcls: Accountability/ *Administrator Evaluation/
Communicat,on (Ir3ught Transfer)/ Elementary Secondary
Education/ *Evaluation Criteria/ Evaluation Methods/
*Performance/ *Performance Criteria/ Principale: 'Teacher
Evaluation/ Teacher Improveeent/ Teacher Morale

Identifiers: Job Tree. Approach; *Performance Appraisal
0 should no le(e)ev oe wondering if we should have

performance apprtisa, rather we should be researching the
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elements necessary for it to oe successfullv implemented and
to ensuee that we receive maximum benefits for improved
learning for oue students. Performance aPpraisal can be
defined as 'a pmtive, se:tematic, individualized due process
evaluation proeram that can be applied to all members of the

School argenizatinn. It is based on the assumption that people
want fx (JO e good job. It puts responsibility on both
)praier End appraisee to reach mutually agreed-upon

oOjee';Ises. The benefits are improved instruction for

stud;n14, Oanges in practitioner behavior, enhanced
commitmeet and communicetion. Performance appraisal is based
on objective nee rather than on personality and other

feCtoes. The eeeerience of the Hyde Park (New York) school
d,strict in ee're ehis program has been positive but not

.,,ithout its proles. oliuthor/IRT)
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Supervisors and 'teachers. A Private Cold War,

Blumberg, Arthur

Publ. Date: Oct 74 Note: 812p,

Available feom: McCutchan Publishing Corpdeation, 2526 Grove

Street, Beekeiey, California 94704 ($9.75)

Document Not Available from EDR3.

Descriptors: *Administrator Role/ Behavior/ *Interaction/
Inteepersonal Relationship/ Supervisory Methcds/ *Teachers/
*Teacher Supervision

ThiS book focuses on the human side of relationships between
supervisors and teachers to understand their interactions
better. Chapter 1 presents an overview of the book and
chapters 2-4 frame the interactive problems that confront
supervision and highlight the conflict between the c :1

goals of supervision and what seems to occur. chapters
deal with studies of supervisory behavioral styles ,and 0;
factors lhat supervisors and teacners see as affecting their

productivity. Chapter 9 discusses a behavioracategory system
for analyzing

supervisor-teacher transactions and chapter 10
presents the results of a broad study that used the category

system disCussed in the preceding chapter. Chapter 11 proposes
a data base for supervision that is concerned with
interpersonal needs and behavioral data on the supervisor,
teacher, aiel students. Chapters 12 and 13 deal with working

with tenured teachers and the conflict between the helping and
the evaluating roles of the supervisor. Chapter 14 raises the

question of the efficacy of peer supervision. Chapter 15
presents a reconceptualization of supervisory relationships.
The author concludes that the process should become one of
people giving to one anotner instead of the supervisor's
giving and the teacher's receiving. A 4-page bibliography is

included. (Author/PD)
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The Influence of S.iperviscry Roles.

Parsons. G. Llewellyn

Memoriai Univ., St, John't. (Newfoundlanl prog

Publ. Date: Jan 72 Note: 9.

MF Hr,

uescriptors: *Administrative Personnel/ Admnistrator Ro)e!

Elementary Schools/ *Role Perception, Secondere Schools/

Supervision/ *Supervisors/ Teacher Administrator,RelationshiP/

*Teacner Attitudes/ Teacher dehavior/ *Teacher Influence

Identifiers: Canada

Supervisory roles perceived by teachers as the rr7t

influential in affecting their behavior wIth respect to Oe

content, processes, or outcomes of their teachiog ware Niose

of principal; "other teachers': program consultant; ilspectlr;

assistant or vice-principal; area, district, on regiopal

superintendent; and resource teacher. This report deais with

the ni..4)er and percent of teachers identifying each role as

influential and the relationship of type and size of school,

sex, grade level taught, experience, and professional

preparation of teachers to teachers perceptions of the

influence of 26 diff6rent supervisory roles. Perceptions of

influence ranked tne pripcipal as having the most influential

supervisory role; "other teachers" as influencing the behavior

of beginning teachers; program consultants and inspectors as

most influential (by certain female teachers); vice-principals

as most influential (bY Public, city school teachers with two

to three years professional training and teaching of

intermediate grades in medium or large size schools): the area

superintendent as most influential (by certain county female

teachers teaching in large schools); and resource teachers as

most influential (by teachers at the primary and junior grade

levels). (Author/ON)

E0090652 EA006101 MFIHC

"Principal: Te,:her of Teachers."

Dols, rochard A.

Publ. Date: 5 Mar 74 Note: 7p.; Speech given before

National Assviation of Secondary School Principals Annual

Convent,on. (50th, Atlantic City. New Jersey, March 1-6, 19741

Descriptors: Change Agents/ *Change Strategies/

*Instructional Improvement) Leadership Styles/ *Principals/

*Role Perception/ School Administration/ Teacher Behavior/

eTeacner Improvement

Tne principal's main role must be that of a change agent who

is attempting to improve instruction by improving teaching,

and the best way to improve teaching is to change teacher

behavior. This improvement is possible only through changes in

the instructional pattern of the teacher, Some methods of

procedure and discussion of leadership Patterns are Offered,

(Author/MLF)
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Evaluative Economics: A Process Tc Ceppensate Teachers Based

on Evaluatio of Student Arccmplisnment of Instructional

Objectives,

Hart, Jerry Lee

Educational Serviee Bureau, Inc., Washington, D.C..

Publ. Date: 73 Note: 29O.

Availapie from: Educational Service Bureau, Inc., 1835 K

Street, N.W,, Washiq'on, D.C. 2;006 IS5.951

Aeseriptors: AceLemic Achievement/ Administrator Guides/

*Collective Negoti ition/ Course Objectives/ *Educational

Accountability/ Eduotional Economics/ Motivation Technioues/

*Performance Contrnts/ Productivity/ *Teacher Motivation/

Teacher ResponsiOility/ *Teacher Salaries

Identifiers: Efficiency (Education)/ *Student Productivity

This document suggests a cOagement plan fon replacing fixed

solary schedules for tea6hers with a pay structure based on

student productivity. The plan is more a conceptual process of

attacking the proolem, rather than the resolved finality of a

specific plan. The instructional objectives, the

accomplishm it eialeation, and the subsequent amount of

compensation earned in accordance with this idea, are all

basically ntermined Oy the professional staff itself as part

of the evolutionary development of the suggested method. The

author begins by outlining tne historical unwillingness of

public school employers and employees to attempt the

Correlation of compensation factors with employee production.

He then considers factors that have changed in the 1970's tO

make a compensation plan based on productivity more

attractive. The balance of the presentation is given over to a

discussion of the essential premises on which the plan is

based, an overview of the plan, and a procedural

implementation of a plan from the time it is first presented

to the board to the time when objectives are created and

evaluated. The document concludes with a discussion of the

management control of such a P lan. (Author/ON)
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Effective Supeevisice: Teachers Vim of Supervisory Roles

in School Systems. Monographs in Education No. 10.

Parsons, C. 1lewell0

Muoriel Univ St, Jone's (Newfoundland).

Publ. Date: 72 Note: 48p,

Available frem: The Coemittee on PJblications, Faculty of

Education, Memorial university of Newfoendlan, 3t. John's,

Newfouedland, Canada ($1.00)

Descriptors: bureaucracy/ *Helping Relationship/ Leadership

Styles/ Public School Systems/ Supervisor Qualifications/

Supervisors/ *Suoervisory Methods/ Tables (Data)/ *Teacher

Administrator Relationsaip/ Teacher Attitudes/ *Teacher
supervisian

Supervisors wno w;xk directle' with teachers and wish to

influence ;heir claaaroom practiee and encourage theie

professional g )wth must behave in ways congruent with

teachers' expectations for involvement, Social support, and

stimulating leadership, Although these styles and behaviors

may vary som-weat with various supervisory roles and teacher

and sctol cearacteristics, there is little doubt that tne

effective superviSdr, according to te,aher perceptions, is one

who, attemptirg to provide staff leadersnip, is close to

the tiacner ne is trying to help and uses the skills of

facilitating peasonal and institutional growtn, giving social

support and Involving his staff in the decisionmaeing

processes of the scnool. (Authorl

E0061C74 Ea0052ail
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Supervisory Services Considered Desirable by Teachers and

Principals in "Open Space" Elementary Schools.

Klc.pecruk, Marr'i

Oregon School Study coencil, Eugene.

Report No.: 055C-Bul!-Vol-14-N0-2

Publ. .Date: Oct 70 eote: 34o.

Available frer: Qrq hol StuJv Council, College of

Education, Un4ersity of Ore;on, Eugene, Oreocn 97403 ($2.00)

i.escriotpes; qialunisteetor Attitudes/ Bibliographies/

*Elementa-y Seheols/ E: leetary Scheol Supervisors/ Grade 4/

Graue 5, Grade 6/ *Leen Plan Schools/ Principals/

Questionnaire(a! School Design/ *Supervision/ Supervisory

Activities/ Supervisory Methods/ Tables (Data)/ *Teacher

Attitudes

Identifiers: Voerta

The purpose o. this study was to determine tne nature of tne

supervisory furctions that ocith teachers and principals of

"open space" elementary schools in the Edmonton Public School

System consider desirable in order to improve classroom

instruction. A 77-item questionnaire eas sent to the

principals as well as to tne 4th, 5tn, end 6th grade teachers

under their supervision to elicit their opinions and

observations. As a result, the author makes several
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recommendations for improved supervision, which ar i and

teachers in all schools mignt consider, For example, he ftels

that staff members snould focus on cooperation, involvement,

collaboration, and communication in their daily interaction;

that princilais should give teachers more responsibility and

authority for making decisions which directly affect teaching

and learning; the threat of classroom visitations as a

supervisory technique should be removed; demonstration

teaching should be considered as a useful technique; and that

principals should help teachers achieve a sense of worth and

dignity in theie work. (Author/Editors)
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Obseriational Methods in the Classroom.

Beagle, Charles W., Ed.; Brandt, Rir,nard M., Ed.

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,

Washington, D.C.

Report No.: ASCD-17940

Publ, Date: 73 Note: 95p.; Edited Papers presented at ,',SCD

Southeastern Regional Conference

Available from: Association for Supervision and Curriculum

Development, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

20036 (Stock Number 17948, $3,50)

Oescriptors; Clarsroom Environment/ .;.;lassroom Observation

Techniques/ *Conrerence Reports/ English Instruction/

Instructional Improvement/ Mathematics Instruction/ Nonverbal

Communication/ *Public Schools/ Reswch Methodology/ Self

Evaluation/ Student Benavior/ Student 'Participation/

*Supervisor Qualifications/ *Supervisors/ Teacher

Administrir,tor Relationship/ Teacher Behavior/ Teacher

Supervision/ Teaching Styles

The ASCO Supervision Council established three regional

conferences to (1) assure that supervisors in elementary and

secondary education iuld have the opportunity for

self-renewal througn a wide dariety of meaningful experiences,

and (2) help supervisors and curriculum workers develop skills

and competencies that could be shared with.teachers. The

Southeastern Conference had as its theme, "Systems for

Observing In"School Operations." The papers presented at this

conference are included, in edited form, in this booklet, ar.d

include Leslee J. Bishop: "Systems for Observing In-School

Operations;" Robert S. Fleming, 'The Supervisor as an

Observer;" James Rath3, "Problems Associated with DesCoibing

Activities;" Richard M. Brandt, "Toward a Taxonomy of

Observational Information;" Donald M. Medley, "Measuring the

Complex Classroom of Today;" Charles M. Galloway, "The

Nonverbal Realities of Classroom Lift:" Larry S. Bowen, 'Use

of the Flanders Interaction Analysis System;" I. V. Ahnell and

Horace C, Hawn, "Self-Evaluation Through Video Tape

Recordings;" William C. Lowry, "Content Analysis of

Mathematics Instructional Materials;" Joseph E. Strzepek,

"Analyzing the Content of English Instruction: A Point of

View:" Harold R. Stranq and James R. George, "Instrumentation

in Monitoring and Recording Human Behavior;" and Richard M.

Brandt and Hugh V. Perkins, Jr., "Observation in Supervisory

Practice ard School Research.' (Author)

ED073912 EA005037 MF &HC

Predictors of Supervisor Teacher Conference Interaction.

Darr, Alice Dozier

Publ, Date: Feb 73 Note: 37p.; Paper Presented at American

Educational Research Association Annual Meeting (50th, New

Orleans, Louisiana, February 25-March 1, 1973)

Desviptors: Benavior Change/ *behavior Patterns/

76

'Conferences/ Educational 7.esearch/ Interaction Process

Analysis/ Interprofessional Relationship/ Microteaching/

Multiple Regression Analysis/ Predictor Variables/ Speeches/

Statistical Analysis/ *Supervisors/ *Teacher Administrator

Relationship/ *Teachers

The purposes of this study were (1) to provide an objective

description of the supervisor-teacher conference behavior in a

micro-teaching situation, (2) to determine the combinations of

teacher and supervisor characteristics that predict conference

behavior and conference effectiveness, and (3) to determine

the supervisor characteristics that predict supervisors who

change their behavior toward a more indirect and supportive

conference. Test results, along with conference data and

Personal data, were used as supervisor and teacher variables

for the statistical analysis. Through the use of the multiple

regression technique, full and restricted models were tested

to determine significant predictor sets. (Author)
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Classroom Supervision and Informal Analysis of Behavior. A

Manual for Supervision.

Hull, 10 Hansen, John

Oregon School Study Council, Eugene,

Report No,: O5SC-Bull-Vol-16-No-2

Publ. Date: Oct 72 Note: 53p.

Available from: Oregon School Study Council, College of

Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403 ($2,50)

Descriptors: *Classroom Observation Techniques/ Educational

Accountability/ Effective Teaching/ Feedback/ Teacher

Administrator Relationshici/ Teacher Behavior/ *Teacher

Evaluation/ *Teacher Improvement/ *Teacher Supervision/

Teaching Methods/ *Teaching Skills

This manual for supervision addresses itself to those v.ith

responsibility for helping teachers develop into skilled

professionals through use of a rational plan of feedback and

assistance, It describes the supervision cycle and outline

simple and practical techniques to collect effective data that

will assist the classroom teacher. The manual has been

designed to yield maximum data with a requirement of minimum

expertise. .; rests on the identification of objectives by the

teacher and by the observer. (Author)

'7 r7
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What Kinds of Objectives for Supervisors?

Sergiovanni, Thomas J.

Ohio Stote Dept, of Educe, on, Columbus.

Sponsoring Agency: Bureau of Elementary and Secondary

Education (DHEW/OE), Washington, D.C.

Puol. Date: It Nov 71 Note: 100,

Descriptors: Educational Change/ *Leadership Qualities/

*Objectives/ *Supervisors/ *Supervisory Activities/

*Supervisory Methods/ Teacher Motivation/ Teacher

Responsibility

Idotifiers: Elementary Secordary Education Act Title III/

ESEA Title III

This report discusses the kinds of objectives that

supervisors should pursue and proposes an approach that

emphasizes human resource development and organizational

enrichment as proper emphases for modern supervisors. The

author illustrates the advantages of his approach over

traditional and contemporary super...cory approaches by

conidOrin sour major problems that supervisors and

administre.ors face - cnange, control, motivation, and

leadership. (Page 6 is not available due to a questionable

copyrignt,l (j)
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The Nonverbal: An Aoproach for SuPervisons.

Galloway, Charles "1.

Ohio State Dept, of Education, Columbus,

Sponsoring Agency: Bureau of Elementary and Secondary

Education (DHEW/OE), Washington, D.C.

Publ. Date: 27 Jan 72 Note: 24p.: Paper presented at

Supervision of Inst, jction Symposium 2: Observation Systems

and the Supervisor (January 27, 1972)

Descriptors: ;lassrocim Observation Techniques/ Educational

Research/ *Interection Process Analysis/ Lesson Observation

Criteria/ Microteaching/ Nonverbal Ability/ *Nonverbal

Communication/ Observation/ Student Teacher .RelationshiP!

Supervi 4rs/ Teacher Administrator Relationship/ *Teacher

Behavior/ *Teacher Supervision/ Video Tape Recordings

Identifiers: Elementary Secondary Education Act Title III/

ESEA Title III

Tnis report emphasizes the importance of nonverbal behavior

as,-.0 teacher-student relationship language ana discusses some

observation instruments designed to provide feadback to

teachers on their nonverbal behavior, According to the report,

nonverbal behaviors provide the primary vehicle for expressing

emotion and leakage channels that ,are difficult to control or

to censor; and nonverbal cues function as qualifiers in the

form of metacommunicative messages to indicate hoN verbal

statements ought to be understood. It is the supervisor's

78
responsibility to share with the teacher his observations of

this nonverbal behavior. The report n ,tes that,teachers tend

48

to be defensive about observations with which they disagree,

and that observations and evaluations of nonverbal phenomena

seem to dramatize these value differences. According to the

author, the utility of the observation system, the validity of

which both supervisor and teacher agree upon, is that it

removes ';he difficulty of value differences, (JF)

ED064799 EA004474 FIE' 811C

Interaction Analysis and Supervision.

Amidon. Edmund

Ohio State Dept. of Education, Columbus,

Sponsoring Agency: Bureau of Elementary and Secondary

Education (DHME), Washington, D,C,

Publ. Date: 27 Jan 72 Note: 9p,; Paper presented at

Supervision of Instruction Symposium 2: Observation Systems

and the Supervisor (January 27, 19721

Descriptors: Auciovisual Aids/ *Classroom Obseration

Techniques/ *Instructional Improvement/ *Interaction Process

Analysis/ *Microteaching/ Student Teacher Relationship/

Supervisors: Teacher Behavior/ *Teacher Education/ Teacher

Supervision/ Teaching Quality/ Teaching Skills/ Teaching

Techniques

Identifiers: Elementary Secondary Education Act Title III/

ESEA Title III

This paper describes a model that uses interaction analysis

as a tool to provide feedback to a teacher in a microteaching

situation. The author explains how interaction analysis can be

used for teacher improvement, describes the category system

used in the model, the data collection methods used, and the

feedback techniques found in the model. (JF)
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Self-Confrontation of Teachers.

Schmuck, Richard A.

Publ. Date: Mar 71 Note: 26o.

MF

Descriptors: Anxiety/ Motivation Techniques/ Objectives/

*Psychological Characteristics/ *Self Actualization/ Self

Concept/ 'Self Evaluation/ Teacher Administrator.RelationshiP/

Teacher Evaluation/ Teacher Morale/ *Teacher Motivation/

*Teachers

Simply presenting teachers with information about

discrepancies between their ideal and their actual classroom

performances does not, in itself, lead to constructive change.

In part, this is becpse teachers confronted with such

discrepancies experiLiice dissonance which often gives rise to

anxiety. This paper discusses the psychological processes that

can be expected to (Incur when teachers are confronted with

information abo't their own classroom behavior, and suggests

some actions that a facilitator might take to focus teachers'

energies on self-improvemInt. (Author)
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Tne Importance of Adminfstrator Expertise in Instructional

Leadership.

Gorton, Dick

Publ. Date: Feb 71 Note: 23p.; Paper presented at American

Educational Research Association Annual Meetir.g (55th, New

York, New York, February 4-7, 1971)

Descriptors: Administrator Background/ Adm,nistrator

Characteristics/ Administrator Qualifications/ Administrator

Responsibility/ *Administrator Role/ *Instruction/

Instructional Improvement/ Instructional Staff/ Leadership

Responsibility/ .Principals/ Secondar, Education/ Secondary

School Teachers/ *Speeches/ *Teacner Administrator

Relationship/ Teacher Attitudes

This dricument reports on a study that investigated the

relation between the secondary principal's instructional

expertise -- as perceived by the classroom teacher and the

likelihood that a teacher with an instructional problem would

seek the principal's amistance, The major conclusions were:

(1) perceived expertise the most important variable in

determining the likelihood that a teacher will seek the

assistance of another individual, whether that person iS

principal, department head, teaching colleague, or member of

central office staff; (2) of the four potential sources of

instructional leadersnip, teachers perceived the principal as

possessing the least degree of expertise for helping with'

instructional problems; and (3) as a result of these findings,

the principal ma.), need to redefine his role responsibilities.

tAuthor/LLR)
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A Look at Teacher Evaluation.

Harsh, J. lichard

Publ. Date: 22 Oct 70 Note: 244 Paper presented at the

Annual Conference of the American Association cif Schbol

Personnel Aciministrators, Las Vegas, Nevada, October 22, 1670

Descriptors: *Behavioral Objectives/ Educational

Accountability/ Educational Improvement/ Effective Teaching/

*Evaluation Criteria/ *Evaluation Methods/ Program Evaluation/

Student Teacher Relationship/ Teacher Administrator

Relationship/ Teacher' Characteristics/ *Teacher Evaluation/

Teacher Role/ Teaching Quality/ *Teaching Skills

The positive and negative factors that exist in the area of

teacher evaluation are surveyed. The traditional aversions to

evaluation which have created a negativistic environment of

ambiguity and frustration in terms of educational improvement

are discussed. The factors, Processes, tenets, and

characteristics of effective evaluation that have been

developed in past and present educational research are

enumerated. The paper preser's specific criteria which would

provide a systematic process that incorporates the positive

aspects of evaluation by use of performance criteria and

behavioral objectives. These criteria are seen as initiating a

new trend in teacher role perceptivn that offers more

effective performance and measurement. Emphasis is placed on

the differential roles and styles of teaching that

characterize the profession today and greatly extend the

parameters of the teaching experience. Guidelines are

presented for a model for future evaluation which emphasizes

teacher-student and teacher-administrator interaction and

provides for increased utilization of individual skills.

knowledges, and attitudes that results in a maximization of

performance outcomes. By applying these principles through

more precise systems of evaluation a more meaningful process

of educational accountability can be achieved. (AE)
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Super.isor-Teacher Interaction; An Analysis of Verbal

Behavior.

Blumberg, Arthur; Cusick, Philip

Publ. Date: Mar 70 Note: 25p.; Raoor presented at annual

meeting, AERA, Minneacolis 1970

UesCriptors: *interaction Process Analysis/ *Supervisors/

Supervisory Activities/ Teacher Administrator.RelationsniP/

Teacher Behavior/ *Teacher Supervision/ 'Verbal Communication

A study v.as condacted to develop and test a method for

describing, i a systematic and euahtifiable fash:on, the

nature of the interaction that takes place between a

supervisor (e.g.. princi.,aal or helping teacher) and a teacher.

Tape recordings of 50 supervisor-teacher conferences were

collected, They were analyzed by ,se of a 15-category

interaction system developed by Blrberg using behavioral

categories developed oy Flanders and Bales. Tee 50 recongs

were tal:ied and transferred to irdividual mar,ixes and a

composite matrix producing data wnich was analyzed Oy several

methods, e.g., percentage comparisons ef various combinations

of column totals ana area analyses to identify extendee use of

particulae kinds of bere ,ior. The resultant data gao mse to

a number of questions ab%. the nature of supervisc."-'eacher

interaction, problemsoliing styles of supervisc:s, the

productivity of supervision, and the assJmotions that uncerly

it. It was concluded that the methodology carries with it the

seeds of a training for supervisot behacior change, (Included

are description of the 15 Categories for Analyzing Supervisor

Teacher Interaction, explanaticn of tne methods of data

analysis, and the general findings of this 50-conference

analysis.) (JS)

ED027254 SP00222F, MF,1110

Incentkes Used in Motivating Profenal Crowth of

Teaceers.

Cory, N. Durward

North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools,

Chicago, Ill.

Note: 23p.

kailable rc iles W. Boardman, Prof. Of Educ., Univ.

of Minn., Minneapci,s (Reprints $.21: single copy; 10 or more

5.15 each).

Uescrlators: Administrative Proo:ems/ 'Educational Research/

*Incentive Systems! Inservice Programs/ Inservice Teacher

Education/ 1;(veys/ Teacner Administrator Relationship/

Tea:hen Imprmeeet/ 'Teacher Motivation/ Teacher Orientation

Teacher Salaries

Identifiers: Nortn Central Association

This publication is the product of a project designed to

study Problems of inserOce teacher education and to assemble

data on promising .,,,,actices that might stimulate schools to

develop vigorous pcgrams of professional growth. Chapter 1
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discu5se5 the project's rati nale and the procedures used in

otathering data from literature, visits, and discussions with

ac;ministritors, attendance at panels and discussions, and

ouestionnai-e rolies obtained from 259 principals and I. 197

teacners ;r, a 261-school cross section of North Central

Assiciaticn mevaers. Chapter 2 presents discussion and summary

ists of ancvations, conclusions, and suggestions (compiled

from the d'.i;JI on conditions and procedures conducive to the

developme'..l tne teacher attituces and behavior which result

in continuous professional growth. Topics include elements'bf

a good inservice program, major problems faced by principals

in initiatinn programs, important characteristics of teacher

orientation and induction programs, school-community relations

incentives, sr -"ific f,j'lry incentives, and advantages to

inservice ed

lists 60 v

of an extended school year. Chapter 3

principals have found to be effective and

60 incentiv,-. s! d by teachers as the most promising in

their own 1 ;ystems. A summary of conclusions and a

17-item bibli,; 4 are included. (J5)

21)022264 EA001630
!IF

Personalized Supervision: Source and Insights.

Berman, Louise M.; Usery, Mary Lou

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,

Washington, D.C.

Publ. Date: 66 Not. 64p.

Available from: Associatior, for Supervision and Curriculum

Development, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

20036 ($1.75)

Uescriotors: *Administrator Role/ Case Studies (Education)/

Classroom Environment/ 'Interaction Process Analysjs/

'Supervisory Methods/ Supervisory Training/ *Teacher Behavior/

*Teener Supervision/ Verbal Communication

This booklet suggests new methods to personalize supervision

by giving teachers and supervisors more concrete techniques

and information with which to develop their abilities.

Examination of several teaching and supervisory Studies

provides insights into the supervisory role and teacher

behavior. Four models for supervisory practice are suggested.

(TT)
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SUPERVISION--PERSPECTIVES AND PROPOSITIONS,

LUCID, WILLIAM H. ; AND OTHERS

Associa.,Ion for Supervit on and Curriculum Development,

Washington, D.C.

Publ. Date: 67 Note: 64P.

MF

Descriptors: Decision Ma'Aing/ Educational ALlinistration/

Educational Change/ ..oucational Objectives/ Organizational

Climate/ Personnel )lici! cnool Organization/ Student

Behajor/ *SuPervision *Supervisors/ *Supervisory Activities/

Supef*visory Methods) Systems Approacr/ Teachec ,ehavior/

Teacning

IUntifiers: DISTRICT OF (0.UMBI4

FOuR POSITION PAPERS PRESENT CURRENT PERSPECTIVES AND

PROPOSITIONS ABOUT SUPERVISION, EMPHASIZING ITS GOAL-ORIENTED

INSTRUCTILNAL ASPECTS, DIFFERENTIATED SUPERVISORY FUNCTIONS,

AND A TEAM APPROACH TO SUPER1i1SORY TASKS. SUBJECTS CONSIDERED

INCLUDE--(1) THE SUPER1ISORY FUNCTION--CONCEPTS OF

ORGANIZATION WHICH HAVE AFFECTED SUPERVISORY PURPOSES AND

PRACTICES AND POSSIBLE DIRECTIONS FOR SUPERVISORY THOUGHT, 2)

A PERSPECTIVE roR VIEWING INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISORY

BEHAVIOR--E,CANIZATIONAL VARIABLES AFFECTING SUPERVISION AND

SCHEmATA R VIEWING INSTRUCTIONAL SUPERVISION IN RELATION TO

THE FUNC ,ONS OF GOAL DEVELOPMENT, COORDINATION AND CONTROL,

MOTIVATION, PROBLEM SOLVING, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, AND

EVALuATION, (3) SUPERVIS:ON AS TEACHING, AN ANALOGUE--SOME OF

THE ELEMENTS IN SUPERVISION, PARTICULARLY THE TEACHING ASPECTS

OF SUPERVISION, AND (4) IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL

PRACTICE--PROPOSITIONS ADVANCED IN OTHER SECTIONS AND EXAMPLES

OF SUPERVISORY PROGRAMS. THIS DOCUMENT IS AVAILABLE FOR $2.00

FROM THE ASSOCIATION FOR SUPERVISION AND CURRICULUM

DEVELOPMENT, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, 1201 SIXTEENTH

STREET, NA., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036. (JK)

ED0179C5 24 EAP01176 FiFb HC

TRAINING EFFEOS OF FEEDBACK AND MODELING PROCEDURES ON

TEACHING PERFORMANCE.

ALLEN, DWIGHT W.: MCD(PALD, FREDERICK J.

Stanford Uni.., Calif, School of Educar n,

Report No,: BR-5-1030

Contrav No,: DEC-6-10178

Pucl, Date: 67 NAe: 232P.

Descriptors: Effective Teaching/ *Feedback/ Learning

Processes/ Literature Reviews/ Models/ Dues ionnaires/

*Reinforcement/ Self Evaluation) Statistical Analysis/

Supervisors/ Teacher Benavior/ *Teacher Education/ *Teacher

Interns/ *Teaching Skills/ Training Laboratories/ Video Tape

Recordings

Identifiers: STANFORD

THIS REPORT DESCABES A SERIES OF EXPERIMENTS TO ASSESS THE

USEFULNESS OF TELEVISION RECORDINGS IN IMPROVING TEACHING

PERFORMANCE, OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY ARE (1) TO COMPARE THE

84

EFFECTS OF SELF-EVALUATION OF A TEACHING PERFORMANCE WITH

FEEDBACK PROVIDED BY A SUPERVISING INSTRUCTOR, (2) TO COMPARE

THE EFFECTS OF REINFORCEMENT DELAY, AND (3) TO COMPARE THE.

EFFECTS OF A PERCEPTIA MODELING DEMONSTRATION OF A DESPED

BEHAVIOR WITH THOSE PRODUCED BY PROVIDING A WRITTEN

DESCRIPT:ON OF THE BEHAVIOR AND TO COMPARE THE EFFECTS OF

COMBINING REINFORCEMENT WITH EACH. EACH OBJECTIVE WAS THE

SUBJECT OF A SEPARATE EXPERIMENT CONDUCTED UNGER HIGHLY

CONTROLLED, LABORATORY-LIKE CONDITIONS. IT IS CONCLUDED THAT

THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY SUPPOO THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE RATE

AND LEVEL OF LEARNING A GIVEN TEACHING STRATEGY VARY AS A
FUNCTION OF THE MODE OF MODEL PRESENTATION, THERE IS EMENCE

TO INDICATE THAT PERCEPTUAL MODELING PROCEDURES ARE

CHAPTERIZED BY DISTINCTIVE CUING PROPERTIES WHICH TEND TO

RECOMMEND THEM OVER SYMBOLIC MODELING PROCEDURES FOR USE IN

TRAINING CONTEXTS ANALAGOUS TO THOSE DESCRIBED IN THE

EXPERIMENT, (HW)
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THE INNOVATION AND 5.,ARRG OF TEACHING PRACTICES I--A STUDY
OF PROFESSIONAL RILr.ii .NO SOCIAL STRUCTURES IN SCHOOLS. FINAL
REPOR'

BAR; HALIM I, SLER, MARK A.

Michigan Univ., Ai .por, Inst. for Social Research,

Report No.: SP-5- -FR-CRP-2636

Contract No.: i,'EC

Puol, Date: d',; 7 )te: 259P.

uescriptors: eaucracy/ Elementary School Teachers/

Instructional Improvement/ *Instructional Innovation/

Organizat ()nal Climate/ .Peer Relationship/ Principals/ Role

Perception/ Secondary School Teachers/ *Social Structure/
Social Systems/ Sociol...i'^ic Techniques/ ,Teacher Administrator

Relationship/ Teacher Alienation/ Teacher Behavior/ Teacher

Characte istics/ Teacher Role/ *Teaching Procedures

Identifiers: A'.1 AREOR

IN A STUDY TO DETERMINE THE PERSONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL

CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WIIH INNOVATION AND SHARING OF CLASSROOM
TEACHING PRACTICES, DATA WERE ANALYZED FROM A 95 PERCENT
RESPONSE (473 OF 499 TOTAL) TO A SELF-REPORT QUESTIONNAIRE

ADMINISTERED TO THE ENTIRE PROFESSInL STAFF OF THREE SCHOOL
SYSTEMS COMPRISING 21 ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN

SCJTHEASTERN MICHIGAN. FINDINGS INDICATE THAT TEACHERS WHO
FEEL THAT THEIR al.N PERSONAL POWER Ali) THAT OF THEIR
COLLEAGUES IS INFLUENTIAL IN SCHOOL DECISIONMAKING PROCESSES

ARE MORE OFTEN INVOlED IN INNOVATING AND SHARING, TEACHERS

WHO ARE MORE INTIMATELY INVOLVED IN PROFESSIONAL EXCHANGE

TRANSACTIONS WITH THEIR COLLEAGUES ARE ALSO MORE LIKELY TO BE

HIGHLY INVOLVED IN INNOVATING AND SHARING. STAFF FEELING THAT
THERE IS STRONG PRESSjRE TO CONFORM TO SCHOOL NORMS AN)

PROCEDURES IS NECOTIYAY RELATED TO INNOVATION, FINALL',

INNOVATIVE TEACHERS SEE THEIR PRINCIPAL AS INSURING
PROFESSIONAL AuTO IV Y MEDIATING EXTERNAL PRESSURES AND
PROVIDING FRCEOCM FROM INTERNAL PRi;SURES. THE SHARING OF

CLASSROOM PRACTI73 REQUIRES SOME MECHANISM FOR INFORMATION

PROCESSING AMONC ERS WHILE INNOVATION DOEG NOT. IMPLICATIONS

OF THE rTUUY ARE SUMMARIZED AL; AIDS IN THE PLANNING OF

EDUCATIONAL CHANGE PROGRAMS, (a)

ED0120994 EA0010562

TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF SUPERVISOR-TEACHER INTERACTION,

AMIDON, EDMUND; BLUMBERG, ARTHUR

Chicago Vic, Ill. Midwest Administration,

Publ. Dat,?: 5EP65

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS,

Descriptor : Behavior/ Educational Psearch/ *Interaction

Process Ariz, ysis/ Perception/ Principals/ iSupervisonS/

Supervisory Metnods/ 'Teacher AdministraLor Aelationship/

*%acher Evaluation/ *Teachers

Identifiers: CHICAGO/ TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

TEACHLR PERCEPTIONS OF SUPERVISOR-TEACHER INIRACTION WEn

ANALYZED TO SUPPORT THE HYPOTHESIS THAT FOUR GROUPS,
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REPRESENTING DIFFERENT PERCEPTIONS OF SUPERVISORY BEHAVIOR,

WOLILD DIFFER WITH RESPEC TO TEACHER EVALUATE'3 OF CONFERENCE

PRODUCTIVIT' CONFERE'iC: LEARNING, AND THE COMmUNICATIVE
ATMOSPHERE, THE 16C O%r:JATE INSERVICE TEACHERS AT TEMPLE

UNIVERSITY'F COLLEGE OF EDUCATION WHO HAD BEEN INVOLVED IN

SUPERVISORY CONFERENCES WITH THEIR PRINCIPALS DURING THE PAST

YEAR WERE SUBJECTS OF THE STUDY. DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM

QUESTIONNAIRES ADOPTING FLANDERS INSTmUMENT FOR ANALYSIS OF

TEACHER-PUPIL INTERACTION IN THE CLASSROOM AND FROM TEACHER

EVALUATIONS OF COMMUNICATIVE FREEDOM AND SUPPORTIVENESS.

LEARNING OUTCOMES, AMOUNT OF SUPERVISORY TALK, AND GENERAL

PRODUCTIVITY IN THE SUPERVISORY CONFERENCE, FROM A DISTINCTION

BETWEEN DIRECT BEHAVIOR (GIVING INFORMATION, OPINION.

DIRECTION', COMMAND, OR CRITICISM) AND INDIRECT EEHAVIOR

(ACCEPTING FEELINGS OR IDEAS, PRAISING, AND ASKING QUESIIONS),

FOUR GROI9S OF TEACHERS WERE IDENTIFIED FOR COMPARATIVE sTUDY,

UBSERVATIONS INCLUDED--(1) TEACHERS DISCRIMINATE WELL AMONG A

\/Ak;ETY OF SUPERVISOR BIHAVIORS. 12) TEACHERS HOLD A WIDE

OF PERCEPTIONS ABOUT THE BEHAVIOR OF THEIR SUPERVISORS,

Vsi CERTAIN PATTERNS OF PERCEIVED SUPERVISOR BEHAVIOR PRODUCE

CONSISTENT TYPES OF REACTIC,S IN TEACHERS, WHILE OTHERS
PRODUCE AN INCONSISTENT RESPONSE, (4) PERCEPTIONS OF

SUPERVISOR BEHAVIOR THAT ARE MOST INDIRECT PRODUCE THE MOST

CONSISTENT REACTONS, AND (5) RESEARCH AND TRAINING NEED TO BE

FOCUSED ON THE SPECIFIC BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS OF THE AUTHORITY

FIGURE IN EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS. THIS ARTICLE 4AS PUBLISHED IN

T1 : "ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTEBON," VOLUME 14, NUMBER 1, SEPTEMBER

1965 AND IS AVAILABLE FROM 1HE MIDWEST ADMINISTRATION CENTER,
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, 5835 KIMBARK AVENuE, CHICAGO.

ILLINOIS 60637, 6 PAGESt $0.25.
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Beginning Teacher Evale.ition Study: Phase II, 1973-74, Final

Report: Volume IV. Pupil ana Teacher Tests,

Ekstrom, Ruth E.

California State Commission for Teacher Preparation and

Licensing, Sacramento.; Educational Testing Service,

Princeton, N.J.

Sponsoring Agency: National Inst. of Education (DHEW),

Washington, D.C.

Report No.: ETS-PR-76-11

Puol. Date: ,.!ul 76 Note: 95p.; For related dc Jments, see

TM 005 524-535

Descriptors: Academic Achievement/ Acnievement Tests/

Aptitude Tests/ Cognitive Style/ Criterion Referenced Tests/

Diagnostic Tests/ Effective Teacling/ Elementary Education/

*Elemeatary School P.adents/ *Elementary School Teachers/

Expectation/ Films/ Grade 2/ Grade 5/ Interviews/ Item

Analysis/ Knowledge Level/ Mathematics/ Norm Referenced Tests/

Principals/ Questionnaires/ Reading/ Peaoing Tests/

Standardized Tests/ Statistical Analysis/ Student

Characteristics/ *Student Testing/ Teacner Attitudes/ Teacher

Behavior/ Test Reliability/ *Tests/ Test Selection

The grninning Tegher Evaluation Study (ETES)., Phase II, was

a re -ch project on effective teaching behaviorwhat

teacher.; do that signitantly affects what and how mils

learn. The purposes of Pnase II were to develop an

assessment system for measuring teacher and student behaviors

and otner factors which Could influence each of them and their

interrelationships and (2) generate hypotheses abjut the

interrelationships among teacher and puail behaviors and

related factors. Forty-one second grade and 54 fifth grade

experienced teachers particirated in the study. This volume

focuses on the teacre and papil measures used in the study.

Studer.; background measuaes included demographic Cata,

academic ability, and cognitive styie. Student achievament

measures incic d cognitive skills. decoding, roaing

comprehension, mathematics application, and mathematics

attitude. A variety of tF,acher measures were usedtests of

teacher iptit-de and cognitive style, teaching and subject

matter :,nowledge, and teacher attitudes towaro teaching. Other

measures were alF; included in the study: a diagnostic film

test, a teacher c:ctionnaire on tr.! school setting, a teacher

background quest,anrairia, a Likert scale to elicit teache.' and

principal perceaa .Js Of school Climate, an instrument to

elicit teacher opectations for pupil performance, a pupil

survey questionnaire Completer by the teacher, a parent

questionnaire, queStionna,re for principals on school

characteristics, and a structured interviaw with the

principals. (RC,

F1126132 95 TaA5388 NE

A Questionnaire Method for ,taasuaina the Autonomy/Equality

88

Norm.

Packard, John S.

Sponsoring Agency: National Inst. of Education (DHEW).

Washington, D.C.

kbl, pate: Mar 76 Note: 36p.; Paper presented at the
Annual Meeting cf the American Educational Research
AssociaVion (60tn, San Francisco, California, April 19-23.

1976)

Available from: Center fcr Educational Policy and

Management, Univer5ity of Oregon, 1472 Kincaid Street, Eugene,
Oregon 97403

Descriptors: *Senavior Rating Scales/ *Behavior Standards/

Elementary Scnool Teachers/ Group Eanavia/ Intarprofessional

Relation:mid/ Models/ Questionnairas/ Scnool Organizatiln/
Social Systems/ Statistical Analysis/ Teacher Administrator

Relationship/ *Teacher Attitudes/ *Teacher Behavior/ *Teacher

Characteristics/ Teacher Role/ Test Construction/ Test

Reliability/ Test Validity

Identifiers: lurtie Autonomy Equality Norm/ *Teacher

Autonomy/ *Teacher Equality

Lortie h,; descrioed teacher sentiments that eld into a

structure called the autonomy/equality norm. This ,orm helps

Preserve tha separatin of teacning from organizational and

collegial purviews. As part of a larger study which looks for

conditions that affect and are influenced by variations in

task interdependence among tPachers, an effort was made to

develop a questionnaire technique for measuring the norm

simultaneously in a numer of elementary scnools. Questions

were constructed on the conceptual and operational framework

proposed oy Jackson as a means to portray and measure norms.

This largely methodological paper gives the essential

underlying concepts and describes tae instrument, its

capabilities and scoring procedures; In addition, certain

analyses are reported in wnich characteristics of the norm Ire

shown in relation to otr organizational features. The

regulatory potential of Ulu autonomy and equality lorm seems

rather stable over time but fluctuates with .-anges in

membership stability and task interdependence. (Author)
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About the Faculty; A urief Highlighting Important Literature
Since 1971 on Faculty ceeraetenistics, Attitudes,
Satisfaction, Prearation, Eveluation, and Collective
Bargaining,

California Univ., Los Angeles. ERIC Clearingnouse for Junior
Coll. Information,

Sponsoring Agency: National Inst. of Education (PHEW),

Washington, D.C.

Publ. Date: Mav 76 Note: 280.

Descripteos: +College Favelty/ Community Colleges/ Faculty

Evaluation/ JM Satisfaction/ *Junior Colleges/ *Literature

Reviews/ Pa 'Pee Teachers/ Teacher Administrator

Relationship/ Teacnel Attitudes/ +Teacher Charact Tistics/

Teacher Education/ Teaching Load

This document PreSor'S compiletion of abstracts of the
various putelish.1 aO unpublished materials written about

community college faculty since 1971. The aastracts are

divided into eight categories: (1) comprehensive sources, (2)

faculty ceara-teeistias laersonality, attitudes, values, and

satisfa.tionl, 13) faculty ereParation end staff development,

(4) faculty evaluation, (5) 'aculty workload, (6)

facultyaaministrator relionships, (7) part-time faculty,

and (8) miscellaneous, A Short elopsis of what the literature

tells us is also included. (2C)

E0122414 EA0062C6

Four Hundred Elementary Scnool

Elemertaey School Principalship.

Stoker, W, M. Fre

Pub , Date: 75 Note: lip,

MF 8 HC

Teacher Look at the

Descriptors: Admieistrator Baclwound/ Administrator

Qualifications/ Admin!strator Role/ *Adinistrator Selection/

Elementary Education/ drincipals/ Surveys/ +Teacher

AdministrAor Relationship/ *Teacner A!titudes/ Teacher

Particibation/ Teachers

Identifiers: ',Texas

During the summer of 1974 16 students, all experienc

teaceers, devised an opinionnaire seale concerning tu

elementary schobl teacher attitudes toward the elementary

school principa. Each investigator conducted interviews,

either by te'eohone or in rerson, with 25 experienced

eleeentary teeceees from several Texas Panhandle districts.

Tne following questions were asked: How do elementary school

principals spend their time? What kinds of principals'

activities eave been most helpful :0 you? How was you"

principal ;elected? oat was nis backaround? How should

principals be selected? Snould teachers de involved in this

selection? dow ,eould the ideal principel spend his time? What

could he do to be of most help to you as a.teacher? What

principals activities actually impair your teaching

effectiveness? Should t.ee principals' positionsbe restricted
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to men or to women? Should teachers be involved in

administration of tne elementary school? The teachers were

also asked ta describe tne iceal principal. This eeport is

made up of generalizations on ;he 400 telchers' reactions to

these ouest'ens. (Autnor/IRT)

ED103957 EA006977
MF 8 NC

The Substance of Trust Between Teachers and Principals.

Blumberg, Arthur; And Drers

Publ. Date: Apr 75 Note: 21p.; Paper presented at the

Annual Meeting of the Ameeican Educational Research

Association (60tn, Washington, D.C., March ::Huril 4, 1975)

Uescriptors: *Credibility/ Uefinitions/ Elementary Secondary

Education/ *Interpersonal Relationsnip/ Occupational Seeeees!

Personal ValJes/ Pr:ncipals/ *Statistical

Statistical Data/ *Teacher Administrator Relationsh;e

Attitudes/ Teacher Characteristics

Tne purpose of this stuc, 435 to clarify the

"trust' as it applies to relationships between te

principals. First. 65 teachers were asked to ewplaio the

meaning of the statement, 'I trust my principal"; a modified

0-sort of these data yielded 10 dimensions of trust. fnen, 145

respondents were asked to inLlicate whicn of the 10 oimosions

theY felt was most impoetant. Various demographic data were

llo collected from these respondents, The 10 dimension., of

Lrust were then eank ordered or the basis of the

teachers'responses, and a responses, and a chi-squee test NaS

used to Correlate differeeeee in rankingi; with selected
demograpnic variables. Res H!s ef the analysi!, indicate

differences in the importance of tne various di-ensions of

trust. These differences depend on the sex of the teacher as

compared to the sex of the principal. (Author/A)
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MF &KCA Stady of the Relationship of Dogmatism and Academic

Preparation of Faculty to Administra
ive Structure Preference

at the Faculty
Administrative Interface.

Burger, Ve. nun K.

Publ. Date: Apr 74 Note: 43p.; Practicum
presented to Nova

University in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
Doctor of Education degree

Uesceiptors: *Administrative
Organization/ Cluster Colleges/

*College Teachers/ Departments/
*Dogmatism/ Interdisciplinary

Approa:11/ aJunor Colleges/
Teacher Administaator Relationship

/ *Teacher Attitude-/ Teacher Sackgrounl: Teaching Experierae
Identifiers; *Cuyahoga Community College/ Rokeach Dogmatism

Scale

Cuyahoga Community College--Eastern ,',FM,JS is attempting to
devise an organizational structure wnich facilitates an open,
creative environment, and to select faculty who have attitudes
consonant with openness and experimentalism. The purpose of
this study was to determine if there were.relationships
between 11) dogmaai;m of faculty ar.al their preference for
interdisciplinary cikaster or discipline Oivision

organization.
(2) acaiic praddratic

1 and peeference for clusters or
divisions, and (3) dogmatism and academic preparation.
Twenty-five full-time faculty completed two questionnaires:
the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale and a questionnaire listing
administrative tasks to determine cluster or division
preference. Academic background and preparation data were also
solicited. No significant relationship was found to exist
betaeen dogmatism of faculty, semester hours in education
coursn, semester hours beyond the Master's, community college
teaching experience, secondary school teaching experience, or
four-year school teaching experience and faculty preference
for clusters or divisions. Dogmatism and educational or
teaching background were also found to have

no.relationship,541ificaat relationships were found in two areas: (1)
Academic disciplines and preference for clusters or divisions;
and (2) 70gmatism and hours beyond Master's Degree.
(Author/AH)
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Paaticipative Decision Making. The Best of ERIC Series,
Num6er 7.

Oregon Univ., 'Eugene. ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Management.

Sponsoring Age ay: National Inst. of Education (DHEW),
Washington, D.C.

Contract No.: GEC-9-080353-35'4

Publ. Cate: Mar 75 Note; '

Available from: ERIC/CEa r 'Sity of Oregon, Eugene,
Oregon 97403 (Feee)

&RC

Descriptors; *Antvated Bibliograpnies/ Bibliographies/
*Conflict/ *Decision Making/ Decision Making Skills/

nj :

Elementary Secondary Educatic,/
Governance/ Job Satisfaction/

Participant Involvement/ *Participation/ Principals/ School
Administration/ Student Participation/ *Teacher Administrator
Relationship/ Teacher Participation

The 21 sources in tais annotated bibliographyall of whichare in the ERIC systemrepresent a wide range of thougnt on
the pros cons, and methods of involving

various groups of
People in the school's decisionmaking

process. The bulk of the
articles and documents are toncerned wit'' the desire of
teachers and students to be included in oecisionmaking aii
w.th administrator

responses to this desire,
Discussion of theoften overlooked controversy over the inclusion of principals

district-wide decisionmaking is also included, (Author)

ED0934140 JC740227

A Case Study of Acceptance and Rejection
of Innovation by

Faculty in a Community r,ollege.

Purdy, Leslie Noble

Publ. Date: 73 Note: 241p.; Ph.D. Dissertation, "Jniversityof C.lifornia, Los Angeles

Available from: University Microfilms, P.O. Sox 1754, AnnArbor, Michigan 48106 (Order No. 74-11,563, MF-$4.00,
Xerography-510.001

Document Not Available from EDRS,

Descriptors: Adoption (Ideas)/ Case Studies/ CommunityCollages/ Group Dynamics/ *Group Unity/ *InstructionalInnovation/ Teacher Administrator Relationsnip/ *Teacher
Attitudes/ *Teacher Behavior
A study was conducted to

examine factors that influence theacceptance and rejection of instructional innovations byfaculty at one community callege and to identify elements inthe college environment that influence the teacher's choicesof instructional methods. An 6-month
participaat observationof the instructors was made. An attempt was made to develop amodel of the process by which teachers accept or reject

innovations. The major finding is that the
instructors require

autonomy in a psychological
and physical work

domain which is
called here "work space," Faculty subgroups serve, among other
things, to protect teachers' work space from administrative
interference and from peer interference. Beoause

technologicalinnovations require g neater administrative and peerintorference then traditional metndds do, they are morethreatening to faculty autaaomy. It was concluded
that the

more a teacher feels administrative
protection of faculty workspace, the more positive his response to instructionalinnovations. Teacrera tend to experiment with and adopt

technologiLal innovations in groups rather than as individuals
because this

approach maxirizes teacher
control. (Author/KM)
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MF &HCA Career Development
Study of Elementary

School Teachers,
Fitzgerald, Sheila M.

Date: 72 Note:
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Identifiers: Minnesota
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Attitudes of career elementary school teachers concerning
satisfaction with their current

positions and the fulfillmentof their career needs, are examined in this study of 178graduate education students. The measurement instrument forthe study included a) a request foe personal information,employment data, and career aspirations; b) 100 itemsmeasuring satisfaction with
current teaching position: and c)100 corresponding items to deti irie the felt neede ofteachers with regard to tneir

caers. The latter 200 itemsyielded 25 satisfaction seales and 25 matching need peeles.
Responses of the stedy population indicate that eereerteachers are less than satisfied

with their current
bcir], Inson most of the scales

tested. The study findings
sueeeee

schools of education
should a) Question whether their

are having the desired effect in school systems: e ,op
conditions that facilitate

completion of post gradAt ;lesand encourage commitment to the
teaching PeofeesOri, 0 findways to attract more males to advanced study in curriciilo

areas; and d) develop instructional programs tecie enCeeear
creativity in the classroom.

Implications for sOhcol aysteMsare that evaluation programs should give more reieeity toteacher satisfaction and a more flexible use e'r ster..f eould
attrac: talented teechers to part-time service, teeeparisons
are made of subgroups with

regard to age, sex, mee,,.al status,
and level of education.

The report includes
three 'tables and a

bibliography. (HMD)
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This report s'udies faculty attitudes toward the
administration io a university during the 19705,
Questionnaires were sent to ail faculty members of a large
eniversity. A 40% response emphasize the concern over; ten
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nmost important faculty goals, ten "most important"
administration gOals, resource allocation, institutional
goals, and institutional planning. (MJM)
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An investigatioa vas made of influence in 77 academic
departments if 11 Community colleges in Maryland. The purpoees
of the investigation were to examine the relationship of
perceived reasures of influence to member attitudes of (a)
policy agreement, (b) superior-subordinate relations, (c) peer
relations.; to eeamine tne aslopes of the distribution of
actual influence ane ene distribution of actual inflonce over
programming curves; and to examine the amount cf passive
influence within departments. Twelve hypotheses were tested.
All full-time teaching faculty within the 77 depeetments were
asked to ceealete a questionnaire deirg Fall 1971. A total of
662 usable questionnaires

(60%) were returned. Analyses of the
data Showed positive and sign,fican' correlations between
total amount of actual infleence aed member attitudes Of
policy agreement, superior-suuerdinate relations, and peer
relations, There were negative and significant correlations
between variability among the orientation of influerce curves
and member attitudes of policy agreement and

superior-stjbordinate relations; there was a negative and
non-significant correlation .etween variability among the
orientation of influence curves and peer relations. The
analyses showed negative and significant correlations between
variability about the distribution of actual and ideal
influence curves and member attitudes of policy agreement,

superior-subordinate relations, and peer relations, There were
significantly more negatively sloped distribution of actual
influence curves than positively sloped curves, and there were

significantly more positively Sloped distribution of influence
over programming curves, There were no significant differences
in the means which determine passive influence curves within
tne departments. (%)


